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In Our lath Year

Graduate Addresses His Class

MSU Holds Spring Commencement

CHARITY BALL — Co-cheirmen of this year's charity ball, Jo Curris (front
row, left) and Margaret Trevathan, and Don Brock discuss plans for the
event at a recent charity ball committee meeting. The charity ball, with the
theme "Some Enchanted Evening,' will be held May 31 at the Colonial
House. Proceeds for the ball will go to the purchase of new equipment for
the Murray-Calloway County Mental Health Center.

By DWAIN McINTOSH
Graduates were told by one of their
own at the 57th annual spring commencement exercises at Murray State
University this morning that they cannot avoid a share of the responsibility
for shaping an ever-changing world.
Russell E. Walker of Ashland, a summa cum laude graduating senior and
winner of national honors in speech
and debate, told the 1,180 mid-year and
spring graduates that society is
recreated virtually every day.
"We are unavoidably part of that constant creation — we cannot escape adding our piece of the pattern."
Despite the differences in their
courses of study, he observed that all of
the graduates have gained something in
common — a special viewpoint, a way
of looking at the universe.
"When we, the survivors of the
university curriculum, gaze around
us," he declared, "we automatically
seek two things: first, understanding;
and second,improvement."
Circumstances in a world of turmoil
and troubled, he warned, may
sometimes cause members of the class
to question or to doubt the two tenets of
faith he emphasized — that "things
make sense" and that -we can make
things better."
Walker traced the cumulative
understanding of man from the
Neolithic savage through the years to
the "rewards we enjoy today in the
laws of physics, the Constitution of the
United States, and the sonnets of
Shakespeare."Then he added: "If we
have come from that to this, surely we
cannot abandon rationality now."
In contemplating the H-bomb,
technology that has created 500 known
causes of cancer, and a divorce rate

'Some Enchanted Evening' To Be
Theme Of Annual Charity Ball
"Some Enchanted Evening" is the
theme of the 16th annual Charity Ball to
be held on May 31 at the Colonial House.
Sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health Association, proceeds will be used to purchase new
Groundbreaking
equipment.
ceremonies for a new Mental Health
Center will precede the evening's
festivities.
"We have really had a grand time
planning this years activities, Jo Curris, who with Margaret Trevathan is cochairing the event, said.
"The greatest fun has been working
with so many different people, from all
over Murray and Calloway County to
make this event a success.••
"Decorations for -Some Enchanted
Evening" will be fabulous, the enter-

City-County Parks
Board Will Hold
Meeting Tuesday
The regular monthly meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks board
is scheduled for 5:30 p.m. Tuesday,
May 13, at the courthouse.
Items included on the agenda are a
program report on field utilization, a
status report on the pool, and the monthly finance committee report.
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tainment will be superb, and the food
will be delightful," Trevathan said.
"We have had excellent response from
this Community, and everything we
will be using has been donated.
"To give you a brief idea of what the
creative people who are involved have
come fp with...
"You can expect activities and fun
ranging from talented musicians play-

ing everything from Jazz to Rock, and
food from Steamboat Round of Beef to
Duck in Aspic! Cinderella's Chariot
may appear, not to mention a celebrity
auction of items from famous people
like Erma Bombeck and Bill Cosby,"
Trevathan added.
Tickets to "Some Enchanted Evening" will be available from May 12th to
May 24th.

Islamic Party Leads In
Iran Parliament Race
By The Associated Press
The powerful Islamic Republican
Party, said to be pressing for spy trials
of the 53 American hostages, led all
other political groups in early returns
today in the run-off elections for the Iranian Parliament which may next month
decide the hostages'fate.
In another development, the Tehran
daily Babdad said President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr will appoint a
prime minister and Cabinet within one
week and the new government's first
duty will be to try to resolve the U.S.Iranian standoff.
"It will be a government for solving
the crisis," the paper said in a report
carried on Tehran Radio and monitored
in Kuwait. It did not elaborate.
Earlier, the radio said 52 parliamentary candidates were elected in early
results. Party lists indicate 25 of them
are members of the IRP, which with its
other fundamentalist Moslem allies is
expected to control the new Parliament. The party dominated the first
round of parliamentary balloting in
March, winning 50 seats.
Only three of the candidates elected
were among those supported exclusively by Iran's moderate president. BaniSadr does not have an independent party of his own but had issued a list of his
preferences. He also supported three
IRP candidates.
The remaining 24 persons elected so
far are considered independents and do
not belong to specific political parties,
the radio said.
About 300 candidates sought seats in
the electiOn runoff. Some complaints of
vote rigging were reported. The Interior Ministry, which is supervising
the election, dismissed some of the protests..
The vote count from Friday's election
is expected to take four to five days and
it is possible the 270-seat Parliament, or
Majlis, could begin work by June 5, an
Interior Ministry undersecretary was
quoted as telling Tehran Radio.
Revolutionary leader Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini has empowered the
Majlis to decide the fate of 0,

hostages, who began their 189th day of
captivity today.
Ninety-eight legislators were elected
in the firstround elections on March 14;
ballots were cast for 149 seats in the
runoff and voting for 23 seats was
postponed.
Many of those already elected to the
Majlis have said they favor putting the
hostages on trial if the United States
does not return deposed Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, now living in exile
in Egypt, to face trial on charges of
murder and corruption.
A top leader of the militants,
Habibollah Peyman, was quoted Friday as saying in an interview with the
Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera
that Parliament can make only one
decision — to place the Americans on
trial.
Peyman has been identified as a 43year-old former dentist who heads an
Islamic fundamentalist movement that
counts among its members many of the
young Iranians who seized the U.S. Embassy and the hostages in Tehran last
Nov. 4.
According to the newspaper, Peyinan
said the hostages should be held indefinitely as an "instrument" to
guarantee continued revolutionary fervor in Iran.
He was quoted as saying that those
acquitted of espionage charges would
be set free "in exchange for a series of
domestic reforms (in Iran) and for a
change in relations with Washington.
"Probably it will be needed to hold
for some time those Americans responsible for spying. Timing of these actions
entirely depends on the revolutionary
will of the Iranian Parliament,"
Pernan was quoted as saying.
In other developments:
—Representatives of Third World nations told Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh that until the Americans
are released, they cannot support
Iran's struggle against the superpowers, according to the official Pars
news agency. It said the message was
delivered to Ghotbzadeh by Yugoslav
officials in Belgrade following the
funeral of President Tito.

that has trebeled in 40 years, he said
"many believe we've made all the improvements we can stand."
But he pointed to an essay by the late
Margaret Meade, noted anthropologist,
in which she compared the uncertain
future of modern man to "the untouched savage in the middle of New Guinea.
. . who) is seriously and continually
frightened — of black magic, of
enemies with spears..." and of plague
and darkness and hunger.
"We have improved our way from
stark terror to nameless anxiety so
completely that we have forgotten how
far we have come,- Walker noted."But
we must not forget how far we can go."
He outlined some objectives that
have been spelled out by individuals
and groups seeking improvements —
reducing world proverty by 50 percent
in this century, a solution to energy problems, an end to pollution, and a
"methodical intellectual assault"

which could mean the banishment of
war from the earth.
Walker said these dreams may or
may not be attainable.
"All we can know is that if we mind
our own business," he added, "the
world will certainly never fix itself. So
we continue our tinkering, two steps
forward and one step back, pushed by
-what has been and drawn by what
• might be."
Jayne Marie Gurzynski of Riverside,
was recognized as the top graduate
in the class with a perfect 4.00
academic standing. She was also
selected as the Outstanding Senior
Woman.
Two students were graduated with
3.99 grade point averages — Maurice
David Jett, Paducah Route 1, and Lyndolyn Barker Rhodes, Rockport, Ind. at
3.97 were six others: Marla Kay Frye,
Washington, Ind.; Tarpley B. Jones,
Murray; Phillip Ray Powell, LaCenter

Route 2; Donna Willis Sigler, Mt.
Carmel, Ill.; Barbara Ellen Sternberg,
Louisville; and Walker.
They were among 215 honor
graduates — 38 summa cum laude, 55
magna cum laude, and 122 cum laude.
Ten graduates of the university's 350member ROTC program were commissioned second lieutenants in the U. S.
Army in a ceremony prior to commencement.
The number of graduates included
759 in the spring class and 421 from midyear. They were awarded degrees by
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president.
Another highlight of the program was
the conferring of an honorary doctor of
humanities degree on Max B. Hurt of
Kirksey, a 1927 graduate of Murray'
State who has distinguished himself
through a career of service that spans
more than a half century.

West Kentuckians Organize To
Preserve Area's Cultural History
A group of West Kentuckians,
spearheaded by several Murray State
University faculty members and
students, have formed an organization
for the purpose of further safeguarding
and preserving the area's cultural
prehistory.
Organized as the Jackson Purchase
chapter of the Kentucky Archaeological
Association, Inc., the group temporarily is being headed by Jim Piggott, a
junior from Murray, and has been accepted and recognized by the state-wide
organization of amateur and professional archaeologists.
Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens, an assistant
professor of anthropology and archaeology at the university, recently attended a meeting of the state organization, during which several papers were
presented by Murray students, also
Carstens was named vice-president
and special editor of KAA's biannual

publication. In addition to Carstens,
those attending the meeting included
Bobby Bell, Jim Robeck, Ellen Roy and
Joe Williams,
•
According to Carstens, the Murray
State chapter will be setting the example for combined amateur and professional archaeological work for the entire state within a year.
"As it stands, Murray State UniversiSq

Bell Submits Proposal
For Measured Service
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — South
Central Bell is telling its customers that
they can talk less and pay less.

Tappan, Union Reach Pact
For Phase-Down Of Plant
A termination agreement providing
for the orderly' phase-down of the Tappan plant in Miirray was _reached Friday by representatives of the company
management and the bargaining committee of United Auto Workers Local
1068.
The agreement will be presented to
the union membership within the next
seven days for a vote on ratification, a
spokesman said Friday afternoon.
The union and the company have held
a series of meetings since company of-

ficials announce April 18 that they had
decided to close the local operation
which employs some 750 workers. The
meetings have been held so that the two
parties could negotiate the procecure to
be following in closing the plant, which
has been in operation since 1947.
"I'm very satisified with the attitude,
interest and desire on the part of the
bargaining committee to reach an
agreement," E. J. Haverstock, general
manager of the local plant said.

RETIRING — Mrs. Pearl Edwards, Route 2, Kirksey, is retiring after 16 years
as a custodian in Elizabeth Hall, one of the residence halls for women at
Murray State University. Recently, the students living in the dorm surprised
her with a "going away" gift, a saver tray. Shown reading the engraved inscription on it for the assemblepl group is Judy Holt, a junior from Owensboro and a senior resident adviror in the building.

--)

ty is tri the forefront of archaeology
research in the West Kentucky area,"
he said. Although the Murray chapter is
relatively new, it already has the
largest membership of any similar
group in the state, he added, noting that
more than 100 people from the region
attended the group's recently cosponsored archaeology weekend at
Paris Landing.

The state's largest phone company
submitted a proposal called "measured
service" Friday to the Kentucky Utility
Regulatory Commission that would
give a residential phone customer the
option of paying a .15 percent reduced
basic monthly charge, with an
allowance for a certain amount of local
calling.
Additional charges, similar to long
distance, would be made only if local
calls exceed the allowance. There
would be no charges for incoming calls.
Bell spokesman Roy McAllister said
the service would be made available initially only in Frankfort, where there is
the equipment needed to measure individual local calling.
McAllister said the 15 percent savings would reduce the basic residential
rate in Frankfort from $8.43 per month
to $7.17 for a yearly savings of $15.12.
Customers would be given a $3 calling
allowance, with local calls logged on a
rate of four cents for the first minute
and two cents for each subsequent
minute. There would be discounts in off
hours similar to long distance.
After the $3 limit is reached, additional local calls for that month would
be billed on the same rates as the
allowance and would be added to the
$7.17 figure.
"We estimate a person could make 30
to 40 calls a month and still save,"
McAllister said. "If he takes advantage
of the off hours he could make even
more.
"Calling habits vary all over the
place," McAllister said. "This is
designed for people who don't make
many calls and want to save a little on
their phone bill."
He said company studies indicate
that 20 to 25 percent of the customers
make half of all local calls, with the
average local call lasting four minutes.
"A lot of people are not making many
calls," McAllister said.
McAllister said the service, the first
offered in Kentucky, would eventually
be extended to other areas of the state.
He said in some larger areas with many'
exchanges, such as Louisville, distance
would also be a factor in determining
local charges.
In a statement released with the filing, Bell Vice President B.H. Henson
said his firm's interest in measured service stems from two factors — the
growth of local culling and its use for
new things such as paying bills and
shopping by phone.
"As inflation and increases in calling
volume continue, we have no choice but
to ask for increased rates to cover increased costs," Henson said.
"As rates go up, some customers are
going to want an alternative to a higherpriced flat-rate service."
However, Henson noted the service
would not be best for everyone.
"Those customers who call often, or
talk for a long time, will probably not
want measured service,"4.said.
'
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Schedule Of Community Events Listed
Saturday, May 10
Boy Scout Troops 13, 45, and
77 will have its old newspaper
drive. Persons should call 7533824 to give name, address,
and location of old newspapers
only to be picked up.
West Kentucky Area
Humane Federation will meet
at the Animal Shelter, East
Sycamore Street, Murray, at
11 a.m, for a tour before going
to the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank for the luncheon and
meeting.

Saturday, May 10
Puryear, Tenn., will have a
City of Puryear Birthday'
Celebration starting with a
parade at 11,30 a.m. followed
by bar-b-q dinner, flea
market, contests, country
music show, etc., sponsored
by Puryear Lioness Club.. In
case of rain the activities will
be held in the school building.
Annual ham breakfast by
Methodist Men will be served
from 5 to 10 a.m. at the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church,

Children's Party Held
By Murray High Class

-

The Murray High School
Home Economics classes held
a children's party Tuesday,
April 29, in the Home
Economics Department.
The third period class
organized activities such as a
bean bag toss, pin-the-tail on
Dumbo,and a puppet show entitled "The Adventures of
Donna and David." A special
appearance was made by
Raggedy Ann, portrayed by
Mona Hashemi.
The fifth period class
created activities such as
crawling through a fun tunnel,

PARIS PATIENT
Dismissed recently from the
Henry' County Geneeal
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Arthur Craig .of Buchanan,
Tenn.
Bargain Matinee
Sunday 2:00
All Seats 51.50

7:10 9:06 -h2:00 Sun

a balloon pop-prize game,
Snoopy bean bag toss, musical
chairs and Simon says. Raggedy Ann, portrayed by
Denise Eversmeyer, also appeared for the guests.
Each class welcomed the
visitors with a balloon name
tag and a Snoopy bulletin
board that read "I love a party." Each guest signed his
name near Snoopy. After the
fun and games nutritious
refreshments were served by
the students.
Children attending the party
were Deidra
Holcom,
Stephanie Williams, Sarah
McNeary, Angela Fairbanks,
Roman Shapla, Russell
Adkins, Chip and David
Greene, Michael Crouse,
Stephen Thomas, Jaime Pigg,
Jason Lovett, Don Mitchell
Danielson, Casey Kuppart,
and Kelsy Christopher. Also
attending the party were
Cager Thompson, Justin
Rouse, Jeremy Smith, Robert
Howard, Scott McKeel, Dusty
and Kasey Wilson, Kevin and
Keisha Crass, Andy Yates,
and Summer Anne Roberson.
The student teacher, Miss
Kathy Luber, under the supervision of Mrs. G. T. Lilly,
directed the classes in the
various activities.

Saturday, May 10
Baby Sitting Clinic will be
held at the library of the First
Christian Church from 1 to 3
p.m. with Mary Usher as instructor for the day:
Calloway County 4-H Council will have an in-city work
day, mostly for yard cleaning,
with donations to go toward
operation of 4-H clubs in both
the city and county. Call 7531452, Extension Office, 7535701, Mrs. Ernest Madrey, or
753-9766, -Mrs. Cecil Like, for
workers.
Plant sale wilrbe held at the
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
All day cleaning at Dixon
Cemetery, located six miles
south of Golden Pond, will be
held.
Full Gospel Businessmen's
Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
at Ken Bar Inn.
Youth Hayride ot tne
Memorial Baptist Church will
start at 3 p.m.
Special Hardin Day activities will start with a
parade at 10 a.m. in Hardin,
and close with an open horse
show at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, Murray', at6 p.m.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Breakfast will be served
from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m, at the
Oaks Country Club,
Kentucky Rebeletts Booster
Club of Sandy Coleman Twirling Academy will sponsor
fourth annual Kentucky
Lakeland Twirling Contest at
Calloway- County High School
gym at 8:30 a.m.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall with Bill Wallace as
caller.

Saturday, May 11)
Murray State University
Commencement exercises
will be held at 10 a.m. in the
MSU Fieldhouse.
Sunday, May 11
Calloway County High
School Choirs will present
their annual spring concert at
2:30 p.m. in the school
cafeteria.
_
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith
of Mayfield Route 6 will be
honored on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception
at the Farnungton Community Building from 2 to 4 p.m.

_
_
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A meeting of all Vacation
Bible School Workers of the
First Baptist Church will be at
10 a.m. at the chapel.

Homecoming will be held at
Tuesday, May 13
New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Homemakers Clubs will
Church, located 10 miles east
meet as follows: New Proof Murray on Highway 94.
vidence with Helen Claud,
Mothers Day Breakfast,
Paris Road with Topsy Bransponsored by the Knights of
don, and Coldwater with Mrs.
Columbus, will be at 9 a.m. at
Newel Doores, all at 1 p.m.,
Gleason Hall. Mothers eat
and Countryside with Debbie
free, but all other adults pay
Shapla at 10 arn.
$1 and children 75 cents.
Meetings of the Elders and
the Church Board of the First
Christian Church have been
canceled for today.

Men's Church Softball
League will play at 6 p.m. at
the new City-County PArk.

Installation of officers of
Murray Assembly No. TB
Order of the Rainboa ror Girls
will be at 2 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Gospel singing will beheld at
Green Plain Church of Christ
at 2:30 p.m.

Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 10
a.m. Group IV meeting is
postponed until May 20.

Monday, May 12
County-wide skating party
of Churches of Christ will be
held tonight at Skateland.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon for Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today with
Kay Ray,chairman.
Hazel Lions Club broom and
light bulb sale will start at 6
p.m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women
Women will meet at 1 p.m. at
the home of Toni Hopson.

Board of Directors of "eed
Line will meet at 12 noon at
KRIS TY
kle./KNOl
Pagliai's.
7...ittk7jar1in4s
Over 60 Chorus with Wayne
Halley as director will be at 11
Genesi C'er • 753.3314
a.m, at the Douglas Center
with lunch to be served at 12
An Amerman Dream
noon.
Becomes a Love Stor,
Frances Drake
'I'S" 4#4
45
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meet at the home of Marie
yr& _
__CdrivirniMMY '
What kind of day will
Ideological disputes Tucker at 1 p.m. with Almo
UAlfEltiM.''
tomorrow be? To find out what possible now. If you say Cooper as
area director.
No Posses
the stars say, read the something off the top of your
Hazel Senior Citizens will
forecast given for your birth head, others may call you on
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Sign.
it. Check your facts.
the Hazel Center with lunch
VIRGO
-7:10 4:00 -1-2100 Sun
ARIES
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 ffPUA. served at 11:45 a.m.
1
, Mar. 21 to Apr. 1914Y14
A new scheme involving
Sigma Department of MurYour personality' may not go join.
% assets may be imover as well as you'd like. A practical. You may not want ray Woman's Club will meet
money difference could to face the facts and could at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
escalate into a confrontation become irritable.
Madrigal Singers.
with a loved one.
LIBRA
-nTAURUS
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Criminal Justice Committee
t Apr. 20 to May 201
Minor difficulties with
If you don't get sufficient partners could escalate into a meeting will be held at the
rest, your party efforts will be crisis, unless you back off a home of Dr. Frank Kalman at
half-hearted. At the same bit. Find out what's really 7 p.m.
time, partying puts you in bothering you.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
need of rest.
First Presbyterian Church
SCORPIO
GEMINI
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111/4V
. will meet at the home of
( May 21 to June 20)
If you're tired curtail your Frances Matarazzo at 7:15
You may plan too many activities.
Too
much p.m.
1 Week Only•Ends Thurs.
activities for right now. socializing could drain your
7 IS 9 20 4-2.00 Sun
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle Of
You're a social butterfly, but' energies. Watch friction
First United Methodist
may end up with too many through overtiredness.
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m.
irons in the fire.
SAGI1TARRJS
CANCER
at the church.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21.1
June 21 to July 221 la
A child may be upset. A
NO ONE UNDER 17
Parents Anonymous will
Your mind's on career, but jealous friend could show his
Chestt Si •753-3314
there are just too many true colors. Watch out for half- meet at 7:15 p.m. For inforconflicting interests to make baked ideas re career mation call 759-1792.
Late Show Tonite
much progress at present. Be progress. Be realistic.
The Blood River AssociaAdult Entertainment
adaptable.
CAPRICORN
tional WMU will sponsor a
•
LEO
18 or over only 11:4G
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
potluck supper at Jonathan
1July 23 to Aug. 221
Efforts
to
reach
a
Creek in honor of the Rev. and
satisfactory conclusion re a
Mrs.Earl Warford.
Open 7:45•Start 8:15
domestic situation may be
Each Feature Shown Once
Singles Unlimited are
itymied. Consider any plan to
move carefully.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
AQUARIUS
the First United Methodist
"anks•
r 411114 ONE
101111 ORE
04
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 )
011
Church.
INING
01101
Small problems could arise
100!
1001
Watch
while traveling.
r00
MOO
aA
careless thinking and avoid
ui A
CARLOAD
CARLOAD
confrontation's
over
OPUS 030
011115 130
ideological matters or ethics.
PISCES
The home of Mrs. Newel
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Doores will be the scene of the
Don't be careless while
meeting of the Coldwater
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
shopping or you could make
an unsatisfactory purchase. Homemakers Club to be held
Tuesday, May 13. All
FOR
JAMES 3ROL1 INN
Watch arguments with close
members are urged to attend.
ones
over
money.
S MA HAT k 1 DM,
Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell opened
SAKE,
YOU BORN TODAY are
ROD STEIGEli
her home for the April
GET
attracted to avant-garde
meeting of the club with the
occupations. Both analytical
and creative, do not subject
president; Mrs. Bobby Adams,
your intuitions to too much
presiding, and Mrs. Ora Benintellectual analysis, but find
nett giving the devotion on the
a balance. You're strongly theme,"Live Is to Share, Love
drawn to music, acting and
Is to Care."
painting. Also, you may have
The health lesson was given
a religious streak. You have
by Mrs. Dewey Bazzell, and
IAN D.
)
an interest in reform
the Spring Fashions' lesson
WILLIAM SMITH
movements and will have was by Mrs. Newel Doores..
success in law and diplomacy.
Citizenship was discussed
A good education will help you
by Mrs. Dan Bazzellapbo also
make the most of ydur
told of the designing of the ear
creative talents. You're an
AN Di
of popcorn for the Calloway
original thinker who's also
IN IRO THIS MAN KILLED FIVE PEOPLE
County design for the tapestry
nervous and highstrung. What
THE TOWN
you need for success is a to be displayed at the Capitol
THAT DREADED
workable in Frankfort.
practical,
Pennies for friendship were
SUNDOWN
philosophy of life. Birthdate
of Salvador Dali, painter; collected.
Mrs. Delbert Newsome was
Irving Berlin, composer; and
••.4URRAY DRIV
a visitor. Other members preTyrone Power, actor.
TATUM
0 NEM

Monday, May. 12
Front Porch Swing, a group
of female barber shop singers,
will present a program at 7:30
p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. The public is
invited and there is no admission.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Maryleona
Frost with Virginia Henry,
Alice Waters with Iva Alford,
and Bessie Tucker with Lorah
Ashcraft, all at 9:30 a.m., and
Faith Doran at church at 2
p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I w.ith Mrs. James
Smith at 9 a.m., and III with
Mrs. Rubena Dawes at 2 p.m.
Members ol the Women's
Guild of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will have its annual
program for their husbands at
6:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Murray Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Ellis Center with lunch at
12 noon and Jug and Rhythm
Band practice from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Meals for Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center with table
games scheduled throughout
the morning and afternoon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the Dexter Center.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

Sauerbrey-Gerard Vows
Are Read At Decatur
Angelika Rene Sauerbrey
became the bride of Lt. Paul
Steven Gerard at a recent
candlelight ceremony in the
Decatur Church of Christ.
Ministers Jerry Porter and
Joe Glenn officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Erich Sauerbrey
of Decatur, Ga. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. J. Leon
Smith of Atlanta, Ga., and Mr.
and Mrs. E. 0. Sauerbrey of
Greenville,S. C.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul R. Gerard of
Clearwater, Fla. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Chauncey Hack of Clearwater
and the late Rev, and Mrs.
Everett Gerard of Terre
Haute,Ind.
A program of nuptial music
played on harp was followed
by selections played by a
brass ensemble. A duet was
sung by the groom's sister and
brother-in-law, Pam and Doug
Runyan, of Bradley, Ill,
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a
cathedral gown of alecon lace
and chiffon, accented with
seed pearls.
Mrs. Danny Lundstrom of
Jonesboro, was matron of
honor, and Greta Sauerbrey,
sister of the bride, served as
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were sister of the groom, Penni Gerard, of Clearwater,
Marsha McHenry, Becca
Logan, and Lou Blalock, all of
Atlanta. Flower girls were
Ann-Marie and Rebecca Hoke,
cousins of the bride from Murray, Ky.
Wayne Thomas of Miami,
Fla., served as best man.
Groomsmen were Kevin
Beard of Bessemer, Ala., Carl
Hall of Sugar Hill, Ga. Mark
Hendon of Auburn, Ala., Marvin Wells of Nashville, Tenn.,
Ralph Swallows of Louisville,
Ky., and Dan Blue of Ft.
Lauderdale,Fla.
Reception
Following the ceremony,the
bride's parents entertained
guests at a reception in the

Li. and Mrs. Paul Steven Gerard
church fellowship hall.
Serving were Kim and
Karla Sauerbrey, cousins of
the bride of Eastman, Ga.,
Marsha McHealy of Marietta,
Ga., and Jane Barwick of
Atlanta.
The bride's book was kept
by Cathy Griffin of Westport,
Conn.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Bari Craig and Rene Irby of Decatur,Ga.
The groom's parents were
hosts for a rehearsal dinner
held at the Northlake Hilton
for the wedding party and outof-town guests. A bridesmaids
luncheon was given at the
Swan Coach House by Mrs. J.
Leon Smith, grandmother of

the bride and Greta Sauerbrey.
Others entertaining the couple were: Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Craig; Mrs. Gerald
E. Culwell; Mrs. William
Swor and Mrs. Danny Lundstrom ; Marsha and Mrs. Dave
McHenry; Becca and Mrs.
William Logan; Diane and
Mrs. Jim Murphy and Rene
and Mrs. Hall Irby; Lou and
Mrs. Charles Blalock; Mrs.
Gene Harber, Mrs. Ernest
Sumner, Mrs. Tommy Arnold,
and Mrs. Joe Glen; and Mrs.
Bob Knox.
Lt. and Mrs. Gerard are
residing in Key West, Fla.,
where he is stationed as a pilot
with the U.S. Navy.

Paris Road Homemakers Plan
Meet Tuesday At Brandon Home

Countryside Club
To Meet Tuesday
At Shaple Home

Road
Paris
The
Homemakers Club will meet
Tuesday, May 13, at 1 p.m. at
the home of Topsy Brandon
who urges all members and inDebbie Shapla will open her terested persons to attend.........Charlene Curd was hostess
homefor the meeting of the
Countryside Homemakers for the April meeting held at
Club to be held Tuesday, May her home with Margaret
Roach, president, presiding. A
13, at 10 a.m.
All members are urged to donation for a dogwood tree to
be placed around the old depot
attend.
The April meeting of the at the City-County Park was
club was held at the home of made.
The clothing lesson on
Monica Walston with Wanda
Barrett giving the lesson on "Look For Spring and Sum"How To Be Your Own Best mer For the 80's" was
presented by Mattie Lee
Friend."
Landscape notes were given Buster. She said straight
skirts and dresses with slits up
by Wanda Henry.
A potluck salad luncheon the side, pleated skirts, and
was served. Also present were frilly blouses will be featured.
Faye Ward, Robbie Hale, She said skirts should be just
Patricia Ward, Linda Ward, below or above the knee or
Diana Westerman, and where wanted.
Lucille Grogan gave the
Carolyn Enoch.

devotion on "Caring and Sharing." The recreation was
directed by Topsy Brandon,
Lydia Sue Collins, secretarytreasurer, gave her reports.
Mrs. Brandon _served a
salad course during the social
hour.
Other members present
were Lucille Hart, Della
Taylor, Barbara White, Mary
Alice Gee, Ola McIntosh,
Louise Dunn, and Amy
Wilson. Master Greg Taylor
was a visitor.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Earline Odom of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Term.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Ruth Warren Group of Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Calloway County YFAettes
will meet at 7 p.m. at the Murray Vocational Center.

Coldwater Homemakers Club To
Meet At Doores' Home Tuesday
sent were Mrs. Hunter
Bazzell, Mrs. Hugh Adams,
and Mrs. Noble Fuqua.

Murray Assembly
Of Rainbow Girls
Has Regular Meet
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow For
Girls met Tuesday, May 6, at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall with
Michele Cook as worthy advisor and Barbara Windsor as
mother advisor.
Members present were
Vickey Weatherford, Clarissa
Thorn, Michele Cook, Tina
Bogard, Angie Thweatt, Lee
Stacey, Lana Lasater, Trisha
Clark, and Kelley DeWitt.
Adults present were Sue
Thweatt, Dee DeWitt, and
Barbara Windsor.
An installation of new officers will be held Sunday,
May 11, at 2 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

If homes were adequately insulated,
energy conservation would be assured. For
less energy, insulation guarantees a cooler
home in the su-mmer and insures a warmer
home in the winter.

Murra -Mayfield
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Weight training for women
Lawrence E Lamb M D
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am a
16-year-old female. am 5 feet
5 and weigh 125 pounds. I'm
going to start weight lifting
three times a week and I'm
not sure about my protein and
calorie intake. I realize there
will probably be a certain
amount of weight gain during
this period, mainly from the
increase in the size of
muscles, but I would like to
know if there is a safe way to
diet while doing this. I don't
want to go over my present
weight and could stand to lose
five or 10 pounds. Do you have
any suggestions?
DEAR READER - A lot
more women are taking up
weight training these days
because they've found out that
it's good for their body_ It will
not cause women to develop
enormous muscles but it can
improve the strength and
firmness of their muscles and
improve their figure.
The size of the muscle is
dependent on the amount of
weight that's lifted. As you
develop the ability to lift
more and more weight, there
-is a tendency for the muscles
to increase a certain amount.
But moderate amounts of
weight which improve
strength won't cause the kind
of muscles that you commonly see on male weight lifters.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 5-4, Weight
Training for Energy and
Weight Control. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
The Health Letter I'm sending you gives the general principles for a program to
strengthen your muscles with
weight training It also points
out that as you develop muscle size, it helps you to avoid
obesity. Muscles use more
calories even at rest than fat
tissue and if you maintain
your muscle size, it helps prevent the development of body
fat.
Now don't worry so much
about protein. If you have a
good balanced diet •'and get
approximately 100 grams of
protein a day, you will get an
adequate amount for the muscle building that you might be
doing.
You will need an adequate
number of calories so that
protein in our diet can be

used for muscle building As
you increase your exercise
and increase your calorie
needs, if you don't meet these
calories from carbohydrates
or fat, then your protein calories will be used for energy
rather than muscle building
You may be surprised. You
may actually lose weight with
the exercise if your diet stays
the same And even if you
don't lose weight, you may be
losing body fat while you're
growing muscle mass.
That's one reason why people can exercise a lot, go on a

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY. MAY 12, 1980

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Concentration on work will
lead to financial gain. The
p.m. brings satisfaction from
work and good prospects for
the future.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
The pieces should come
together in a creative project.
,Children a source of joy. The
p.m. favors romance and
stepping out.
GEMINI
ii000
( May 21 to June 20)
The prospects for success re
a domestic project or real
estate venture are good.
Social life brings romantic
opportunity.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72) 49)
(C)
• Your popularity is on the
upswing. Important communications with friends.
Trust intuitive promptings re
career. Don't get sidetracked.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/2'RC
A good time to ask for a
raise. Luck is with you in
career ventures and improved
finances. However, don't mix
business with pleasure.

gri4

6

VIRGO
(Aug. ZJ to Sept. 22)
Cultural pursuits are
favored. Dealings
with
educators and publishers are
promising. A good time to plan
a vacation.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
The completion of unfinished business brings
satisfaction. A confidential tip
about an investment possible.
Do further investigating.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 171/4V•
Marrieds will enjoy_ the
company of friends and
singles will meet with new
romantic opportunity. A time
to socialize and enjoy life.
SAGM'ARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You may receive a job offer.
Don't let it go to your head or
neglect
current
you'll
obligations. Dealings with
higher-ups are favored.

e

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Loved ones will want to take
a trip together. A time to put
the finishing touches on a
creative project. The p.m.
favors dating.

BETA BABY - Jennifer Louise Walston is the second annual Beta Baby for the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi. She was the first baby born in Calloway County on the sorority's Founder's Day, April 30. The baby is
the daughter of Cytennia and Gregory Walston of
Sedalia. The traditional quilt and layette were presented
to the baby and her mother by Pam Durham, service
chairman of the sorority chapter.

The wedding of Miss Beverly Lynn Barnett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Barnett
of Murray, and Paul A Nord
of Frankfort, son of Mrs.
Carolyn W. Nord of Frankfort
and James E. Nord, Sr., of
Hollywood, Fla., was solemnized on Saturday, March 29,
at 7:30 p.m. in the sanctuary
of the Memorial Baptist Church.
Officiating at the wedding
was the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White. A program of nuptial
music was presented by Miss
Audrey Conley, Murray,
pianist; Mrs. John White,
Murray, organist; Larry
Dages, Knoxville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Marry Nord, Jeff, Ind.,
vocalists.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father who
gave her in marriage.
She wore a formal floor
length gown of qiana featuring
an empire bodice accented
with pearled venise lace. The
sheer yoke of English net was
accented with a high neckline
band of the exquisite lace. Fitted sleeves were finished in a
lace border that came to a
point over the wrists. The
unadorned skirt gently swept
into a chapel length train.
Her chapel length veil of silk
illusion fell from a Juliet cap
covered in lace and pearls
identical to that of the gown.
Miss Allyson Holt of Murray
was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Becky Wilson and Miss
Kameil Simmons, Murray;
Miss Barbara Nord, sister of
the groom, Frankfort; Miss
Karol Siress, Hardin; Miss
Jean Shade, Henderson; Mrs.
Kathie Dages, Rochester, N.
Y.; and Mrs. Judy' O'Nan,
Sturgis.
Larry Dages of Knoxville,
Tenn., served as best man.
Groomsmen were John
Nord and Jim Nord, brothers
of the groom, Jeff, Ind.; Brad

Ur. and

Barnett, brother of the bride,
Houston, Texas; Chris Lynch
and Guy Zeigler, Frankfort;
Steve Dages, Rochester, N.
Y.; and Brad Borton, Benton.
Reception .
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
Serving the guests were Linda Miller, Sellersburg, Ind.;

Attu
(
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR PRAYER: I found this prayer in my Unicrn
Prayer Book. It is the one Jews recite on Yom Kippur
(the Day of Atonement) to honor the memory of a
deceased mother:
In Memory of a Mother
I remember thee in this solemn hour, my dear
mother. I remember the days when thou didst
dwell on earth, and thy tender love watched
over me like a guardian angel. Thou has gone
from me, but the bond which unites our souls
can never be severed; thine image lives within
my heart. May the merciful Father reward thee
for the faithfulness and kindness thou hest ever
shown me; may He lift up the light of His
countenance upon thee, and grant thee eternal
peace! Amen.
DEAR ABBY: I can't believe it's Mother's Day again.
With every passing year the holidays seem to come closer
together.
Abby, I wish you'd find space in your column to remind
young married women to remember their mothers-in-law even if it's only a card. There were so many years when I
should have remembered my mother-in-law on Mother's
Day, but I never did.
This year I sent her flowers - to the cemetery, bitterly
regretting that I had never seet h'er friVera White was abT,
to enjoy them.
I should have been more attentive to her, written her more
about her grandchildren whom she loved so much. And
most of all,"I should have let her know how much I had
grown to love her.
I hope others will not commit the same sins of omission as
I Abby, please print this. Next year might be too late for
some:
REGRETTING IN CALIFORNIA

"
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Edwards, Rt. 1, Box 230,
din, Walter S. Hawkins, Rt.
Box 727, Mayfield, Charles W
Redden expired), Rt. 5, Bo
054, Murray.

Mr..23,17ta.
ORR BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry R.
of Hazel Route 1 are th
parents of a baby boy, Gran
Alan, weighing six pounds 1
ounces, measuring 19 inches
born on Wednesday, April 30
at the Henry County Genera
Hospital, Parts, Tenn.
They have another son,
thony, 5, and a daughter
Allison, 3. The father is se
employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. a
Mrs. Howard D. Mathis
Murray and Mr. and Mrs
Fonza Orr of Hazel Route 1
Great grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Roosevelt B. Mathi
of Alm°Route 1.

PARE PATIENT
Charlie Bratton of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospial, Paris, Tenn.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Lottie Bucy of Buchanan,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

Sharon Parker, Lori Vaughn,
Sue Thurman, Sue Allison,
and Barbara Barnett, all of
Murray; Rhonda Wrye,
Cadiz; and Katie Richardson,
Troy, Mich.
The couple left later for a
one week's wedding trip to
Hollywood, Fla., and are now
residing in London, Ky.
The new Mrs. Nord is a 1976
graduate of Murray High
School and attended Murray
State University. She is currently employed with Interstate Coal Company, London.
Mr. Nord is a 1975 graduate
of Frankfort High School and
a 1979 graduate of Murray
State University. He is currently news editor of The
Sentinel-Echo, London,

We are happy to
announce
that
Becky Jane Tiverton
brivle-•lect
of
Robert F. Brown
has made her accessory selections
at the..

Happiness Place
1104 Story Ave.
753-4367

Prayer for Mamma
A Year-Round Voice

DEAR ABBY: I am a long-time reader but have never
YOU BORN TODAY have
written before. I am enclosing a part of your column- that I
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. You're have kept in my Bible for years. As you can see, it is
yellowed and shredded and half of it is missing. I don't
gifted with the written and
spoken word but are inclined know how many hundreds of times I have read it. It gave me
to scatter your energies. Your such a feeling of peace and conifort. It was titled,"A Prayer
flair for communication for Mamma."
Will you please print it again? I would love to have
brings you success in writing,
another copy. Thank you.
selling, advertising, law and
DOROTHY L.
education. You may have a
special talent for music and
DEAR DOROTHY: With pleasure:
interior design. Acting, architecture and medicine are
DEAR ABBY: My beloved mother passed away recently,
other vocations which promise so I called the minister and asked him for the wording of a
the
you success. You have
prayer I could say for my mother, and he said,"I'm too busy
ability to cheer people up and - and a lot of good prayer will do her now!" You see,
do well in fields where per- Mamma went to church long-ago, but my father never liked
sonal contacts are paramount. to go, so Mamma finally quit going. Abby. I can't believe
Birthdate of: Burt Bacharach, that heaven is open only to church members.
I've called all the bookstores in town and they say there
songwriter; Theodor Reik,
psychologist; and Florence aren't any prayers for the dead in any of the prayerbooks
they have. I've heard there are places where you send a few
Nightingale, nurse.
dollars and they pray for the dead, but I don't know their
addresses. Abby, I'd be so grateful if you would print a short
prayer I could say for my mother before I go to sleep. Any
faith is acceptable, I can't let you send it to my home
because my father looks over the mail first and I'm sure I'd
never get it. Please don't turn down my odd request. It
means the world to me. Thank you, and God bless you,
Abby, Sign me. . .
A PRAYER FOR MAMMA

Bet-Air Center

5-6-60
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Llie, baby girl, (Cathey),
Rt. 1, Box 347A, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nellie J. Roberts, Rt. 5,
Box 303, Murray; Margaret D.
Byassee, Rt. 5, box 165, Benton; Mrs. Glenda S. Cunningham and baby boy, Rt. 2,
Box 94, Murray; Mrs. Vickie
L. Herndon and baby boy, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Brenda C.
Garber and baby girl, Rt. 2,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Paulette Tipton and
baby girl, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Hazel E. Tabers, Rt. 1, Box
240, Farmington; Mrs. Doris
Keel, Rt. 3, Box 257A, Murray;
Danny E. Taylor, 1519 Henry,
Murray; Elishia D. Smith, Rt.
1, Kirksey.
Mrs. Joanne Knight, 303
Olive, Benton; Jean I. Barney,
103 South 12th Street, Murray;
John R. Churchwell, Box 16,
Hazel; Bobby L. Dunn, Rt. 1,
Box 105, Murray; Keith G.
Fry, Rt. 1, Box 54A, Almo;
Mrs. Kathy E. Perry, Rt. 5,
Box 434A1, Murray.
Mrs. Glinda J. Jeffrey, 1901
Gatesboro, Murray; Mrs. Sandi J. White, Rt. 2, Box 120P,
Gilbertsville; Mrs. Robbie J.
Schroader, Rt. 1, Box 145A,
Alino; Othel D. Paschall, Rt.
1, Hazel; Numon A. Garner,
513 Broad, Murray; William
B. Suiter, 103 South 12th
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Ruby Darnell, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Ruby Bazarnik,
Fern Terrace, Murray; Joe G.

IIrs. Paid A. Nmyl

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)•"'
Domestic interests meet
with success. A friend may be
evasive or unreliable. Family
discussions re joint assets
prove beneficial.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 10)
Short jaunts with loved ones
are favored. Reconciliations
possible for those estranged.
Not all career information is
reliable.

embers present
le Hart, Della
)ara White, Mary
Ola McIntosh,
nn, and Amy
;ter Greg Taylor

FAL PATIENT
)dom of Puryear,
been dismissed
Henry County
iospital, Paris,

diet and get on the scales only
to find they haven't lost any
weight, even though their
body dimensions have
changed They have lost fat
while they were growing
muscles There are about
3,500 calories in a pound of
fat and only about 600 in a
pound of lean muscle So you
can actually be losing calories
even though your body weight
is increasing The important
goal from the health point of
view is to eliminate excess
body fat, not just to decrease
pounds of weight as registered
on the scales

Your Individual
Horoscope
What kind of day ,will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your -birth
Sign.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Beverly Barnett Is Wed
To Mr. Nord At Church

)WS

AR.

ADEQUATE INSULATION...
If your insulation is less than R-19, install
more forceiling,floors and walls.

CENTRAL COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM
Clean or replace systems filter at the beginning of the air conditioning season and inspect
monthly. For heating, replace the furnace
filter at the beginning of the cold weather
season.

DOORS...
Install storm doors, caulk cracks in framing,
install weatherstripping, replace worn
threshold plates.

WINDOWS...
Replace any broken glass inunediately. If
glazing compound or putty around windows is
m poor condition replace as soon as possible.

753-5312

Murray Electric
System

P
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Thoughts
In Season

inion Page
AB AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

JJ ash ington Today

WASHINGTON 1AP — Changing the
change the system
rules is the final. and usually futile opWith Carter closing in on a
tion of the obvious loser at a national
nominating majority and Kennedy far
political convention.
behind, a change in the rules that cornIt didn't work for Ronald Reagan in
nut the delegates appears to be the only
1976; it didn't work for Hubert H. Humway to break the president's grip on
phrey in 1972; and it isn't likely to work
renomination .
in 1980, either.
_blew York Gov. Hugh Carey has proSen. Edward M. Kennedy's allies -limed that the candidates release all
have talked of an attempt to change
their delegates voluntarily, an idea the
Democratic rules at the national con• Carter camp called bizarre.
vention so as to free all 3,331 delegates
The convention itself would have to
from their commitments to candidates.
vote to erase delegate commitments
As is customary in the face of such
Strauss said it won't happen.
suggestions, Democrats supporting the
"The delegates are people who are
front-running President Carter say a
worthy of trust, who believe in the
move to rewrite the rules would be
.president and who will stay hitched, not
divisive, unethical and crude politics.
only on the platform but also on the
That's about what Sen. George
rules," Strauss said. "These aren't a
McGovern said when rivals tried, unbunch of people I met somewhere in a
successfully, to rule away some of his
beer hall."
delegate support at the Democratic
The delegate commitments apply on
convention eight years ago.
the vote for a presidential nominee;
This time, Democratic delegates are
they do not bind votes on issues such as
more tightly bound than ever before to
rules and the platform.
the commitments made in primary
So, in theory at least, a convention
elections and party conventions. Eighty
bound to vote for one candidate when
percent of the delegates at the New
the roll is called on nominations couldYork City convention will have been
vote against his interests on
delegates chosen as a result of
preliminary motions.
primaries.
Some may, but it is not likely to
Robert S. Strauss, chairman of the
reverse the course of a convention, parCarter campaign, said Democrats
ticularly under rules that entitle the
spent 11 years working on party
presidential candidates to say who they
reforms to make certain the delegates
want representing them as committed
reflect the voters, and aren't about to
delegates.

Jimmy's White House
- WASHINGTON AP) — Some people
are eternally ready to suggest that
President Carter, or any president, go
fly a kite.
Well, it seems possible that Carter
did exactly that during a three-day stay
at Camp David, Md.,last weekend. And
he conceivably did so with the help of
his prospective secretary of state, Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, a
weekend guest.
Although Carter is more celebrated
for fly-fishing and, in season, crosscountry skiing at Camp David, the gear
unloaded from his helicopter when it
returned him to the White House on
Monday morning included a 45-foot
dragon kite.
Since 12-year-old daughter Amy was
not at Camp David during the weekend,
it is assumed that some older child-atheart made use of the kite.
Muskie was accompanied to the
presidential retreat in Maryland's
Catoctin Mountains by his wife, Jane,
who presumably will be boning up on
such subjects as world geography and
other topics with which a Madame First
Diplomat should be acquainted.
It might be a good idea, while she's at
:it,for Mrs. Muskie to take a look at
geography closer to home. Here's why:
Minutes after the Muskies were
' welcomed to Camp David by the
Carters, Mrs. Muskie inquired,"Is this
Virginia?"
After Muslue's nomination was announced, former Secretary of State

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

Carter has a bone to pick with the
television cameramen who carry their
bulky cameras and related gear into
the Oval Office for picture-taking sessions.
It seems the president has found
nicks and scratches around the
perimeter of the historic desk he uses,
the same one used by President John F.
Kennedy.
This week Carter passed word to the
photographers that in the future he will
expect them to stand at least one foot
away from the edge of the desk.
After the White House adventures
last week of a turkey, never definitively
identified as wild or domesticated, a
husband-and-wife team of mallard
ducks settled in for a day on the pool
that surrounds the fountain facing
Pennsylvania Avenue.
The ducks vanished as quietly as they
came,causing little stir.
Coincidentally, a commotion was occasioned by the appearance of a large
and very dead rat on the main White
House driveway.

It Shall Not Die
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Specialist Fourth Class Wendell Dale
Yearry has been wounded in action in
Vietnam, according to a letter received
from Yearry by his wife, the former
Janie Hopkins. His parents are Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Yearry of Murray Route 3.
Deaths reported include Cleatus C.
Farmer, 83, Mrs. Nell Riley, 56, and
Mrs. Ola Darnell,76,
Betsy Riley of Calloway County High

School and Gayle Rogers and Elizabeth
A. Garrison of Murray University
School have been chosen to receive
scholarships from the Murray State
University Foundation, according to
Billy J. Puckett, secretary-treasurer.

for Retarded Children,Inc.
Mrs. Gene (Julie) Lovins, psychiatric
social worker of Murray and Benton
Mental Health Centers, spoke at the
meeting of the women of the First
United Methodist Church.

The Murray Civitan Club received an
organizational award at the recent
meeting of the Kentucky Association

Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is -The Undefeated" starring •
John Wayne and Rock Hudson.

Douglass,71, and infant Starks boy.
A wheel chair has been donated to the
Murray Hospital'by the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Charles Eldridge, Murray College
High student and district winner in the
Future Farmers of America, will present a program at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club to be held tonight at

the ICirksey High School, according to
Bob Hendon, program chairman.
.
Parker's Food Market is completing
an extensive remodeling program
which has added a large amount of
space to the store on South Fifth Street.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Glenn Miller Story" starring
James Stewart and June Allyson.

20 Years.4go
Henry A. Kissinger was asked by a
longtime employee, who had served
him both in government and private
life, for an assessment of Carter's
choice.
"Muskie has a terrible temper,"
Kissinger responded.
The employee, long accustomed to
backstage flare-ups by the volcanic
Kissinger, threw up his hands and exclaimed,"So?"

Contemporary Religious Thought

By DARRELL RAMSEY
First Assembly Of God _
Mark 13:31—Heaven and earth'Shall
- pass away but my word shall not pass
away.
-• The attack of all ages has been aimed
at bringing the Word of God to nothing
by unbelief, confusion, and ignorance.
The first words to proceed out of
Satan's mouth in the Garden of Eden
' were, -Hath God said. ." Much of
mankind has followed in his footsteps
by setting their swords to destroy the
word of God.
Billy Sunday, the firey evangelist of
the early part of this century, said.
"The men who undertake to dethrone
God and bring His Word to nought can
congratulate themselves upon having
tackled the biggest job on God
Almighty's Earth.
Men have tried by power, by wisdom,
and by science to destroy the Bible.
In A.D. 303 Diocletian issued an
"Imperial Order" that everywhere in
his empire the Christians and their
sacred book were to be destroyed. Yet
he and his empire have melted into the
dust while the Church and it sacred
book go on.
During the 1700's Voltaire boldly
stated, "Oh, they tell us that twelve ignorant fishermen established Christianity, but I will present to the world
the spectre of how one brilliant man can
overthrow it." He went on to say that
the Christian faith would be dead in 10
years. However, fifty years after his
death, the Geneva Bible Society was using his press and house to produce and
to store Bibles.
More recently science has turned
loose it's "knowledge" in an attempt to
discredit God's Word. But an article in
Time Magazine on Dec. 30, 1974 proclaimed, "After more than two centuries of facing the heaviest scientific
guns that could be brought to bear, the
Bible has stgvived-and perhaps the bet-

By Ken Wolf
We pride ourselves on being civilized
and we often assume that our advanced
technology is itself proof that we are
more intelligent than our prehistoric
ancestors.
One modern philosopher, William
Barrett, warns us against this form of
arrogance by reminding us of the many
things our "primitive" ancestors could
do that we as individuals ) cannot. How
many of us can "weave cloth, fire pottery and smelt metals," he wonders?
Dear reader, do not be blase and
underrate prehistoric man before
you ask yourself whether you too
could start from scratch as he
had to and accomplish what he
did.
These thoughts come from Barrett's
Time of Need, published by Harper and
Row in 1973.

ter for the seige. Even on the critics
own terms-historical fact-the Scriptures seem more acceptable now than
they did when the rationalists began the
attack."
Bernard Ramm adds that, "No other
book has been so chopped, knived,
sifted, or scrutinized. What other book
or philosophy or religion or psycology
or belles lettres of classical or modern
times has been subject to such a mass
attack as the Bible? with such venom
and skepticism? with such
thoroughness and erudiction? upon
every chapter, line and tenet?" and "A
thousand times over the death knell of
the Bible has been sounded, the funeral
procession formed, the inscription
cut in the tombstone, the. commital
read. But somehow the corpse never
stays put."
Yes, God's Word has been tried by
many; an anvil that has worn out many
hammers. Yet it remains unharmed.
The Bible declares in II Corinthians
13:8 that we can do thing against the
Truth. It also shares some advice from
Gamaliel, an early Jewish scholar, in
Acts 5:38-39, "If this council or work be
of men it will come to nought: but if it
be of God we cannot overthrow it."
God has left his word to us as an
authoritative, solid foundation upon
which we may build our lives, homes,
businesses, governments, and Churches. Jesus told a story about two men.
One built his house on a rock, which was
his Word. The other built his on the
sand, anything beside his Word. Then
came a great storm and the house on
the sand fell bot Jb hoe on The rock
stood.
Do you want stability in an unstable
world' Do you want to have assurance
In an hour of uncertainty? Establish
yourself on a sure foundation. Though
the heavens and the Earth pass away
God's Word will stand and if you huild
on it you will too.

Mrs. Frances Horton Adams, Murray, business teacher and guidance
counselor at South Marshall High
School, has been awarded a $100
scholarship from the Kentucky ParentTeacher Association for graduate study
this summer at any college of her
choice.
Deaths reported include Albert

30 Years Ago
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer
was elected president of the Western
Kentucky Firemen's Association at the
meeting held here today.
Crop conditions in Calloway county
look good at the present time, according to S. V. Foy, County Extension
Agent.
Betty Jean Key, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elisha Key of Puryear, Tenn.,
received her cap from the Methodist
Hospital Nurses School at Memphis,
Tem.

The wedding of Norma Jean Parks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Parks,
and 0. B. Turnbow, Jr., son of Mrs.'
Turnbow and th late Mr. Turnbow, Sr.,
was solemnized on April 30 at the Hazel
Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Cook on May 2, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Higgins on May
3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Overbey on May 4.
About600 persons attended the flower

40 Years Ago
A gala Democratic Rally, sponsored
by the Young Democratic Clubs of the
First Congressional District, will be
staged in the gym of Murray State
Teachers College on May 18, according
to Hiram Tucker, president of the
Young Democrats Club of Calloway
County.
Deaths reported this week include
James R. Outland, 22, and Fleming H.
Lawrence,56.
The Dixie Coon Dog field Trial was
help here on May 5 under the sponsorship of J. N.(Buddy) Ryan on his farm
near Murray. Dogs owned by Mack
Winters, Allen McCoy, and Calvin Key
were top winners in the events with 71
dogs from seven states being entered.
Bob Miller of Hazel was the announcer.
Total employment on the Kentucky
Dam Project amounted to 2,419 persons
on April 15, 1940, according to figures
released by the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Clarence Perry of Murray has been
elected as business manager and Harry
Haney of Newbern, Term., as editor of
The Shield for 1941, college yearbook of
Murray State Teachers College.
Miss Marie Shoemaker, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Finis Shoemaker, was
married to Brent McNutt, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. McNutt,on May 1.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cromer H. Arnett
on May 3, twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Douglas on May 4, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Lamb on May 7, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Ferguson on May
4, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pugh
on May 8.
Elected as officers of the Mothers
Club of Murray Training School were
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Miss Ma ttie
Trousdale, Mrs. H.C. Corn,and Mrs. G.
C. Ashcraft.
Mrs. Nannie Housden was honored
with a picnic dinner in celebration of
her 68th birthday on May 2 at her home.
Miss Rebecca Farmer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Autry Farmer of Murray,
will be presented in her senior recital as
a reader at Bethel Women's College,
Hopkinsville.
Maxwell House coffee is listed as se.;ing for 25 cents per pound in the ad for
Blalock's Grocery this week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Bullet Code" starring George O'Brien
and Virginia Vale.

50 Years Ago
Lots in the Normal Park Miller Place
Subdivision will go on sale on May 15 by
the owners and developers, Mr. and
Mrs. T. H. Miller and 0. P. Bishop. The
lots are located off Main Street, south of
the Normal School.
Deaths reported this week include J.
A. Futrell, Willard McChristian, 32,
Rufus Calhoun, Henry Austin (Jake
Brown, 70, Mrs. Penzie Williams, 74,
and Mrs. John Rogers.
Miss Dorothy Jane Veal, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Veal of Murray, won
the District High School Championship
in Spelling at the event held at Fulton.
Members of the 1930 graduating class
of Almo High School include Lucille
Walston, Marelle Jones, Polly Graham,
0. V. Tubbs, Tom Walston, Kermit
Phillips, Rastus Calhoun, and Bumette
Jones.
Blue ribbons for attaining the five
point standard set by the Kentucky
Board of Health were presented to 299
children in eitercises held at Murray City, Murray Training, and Douglas
Schools.
• -Dr. Herbert Drennan, headThf the
English Department at Murray State
Teachers College, will be the commencement speaker at the exercises on
May 30 for the senior class of 48 persons
at Murray High School.
MISS Mildred Beale, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tremon Beale, Murray, was
el*ted May Queen of Murray State

Teachers College and will reign at the
May Day Festival to be held May 27 on
the campus. Miss Agnes Johnston,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. D.
Johnston, Murray, was elected as her
maid of honor.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Poor Father," presented May 9 by the
senior class of New Concord High
School include Hugh Hurt, Robert
Young, Euin Chrisman, Vernon Moody,
Thomas Bell, Cleo Grogan, Pauline
Yarbrough, Laurene Yarbrough,
Hortense Stubblefield, Mildred Patterson, Nellie Underwood, and Lucille Edwards.
An auction of mules and mares in foal
by John Doyle and Roy Johnson is being
held today at Gibbs Barn, Murray.
A 5 pound bag of sugar is listed as
selling for $1.33 in the ad for PigglyWiggly Store this week.

Funny,
Funny World
A sign in the window of a store on
Broadway: DON'T BE FOOLED BY
IMITATORS WHO CLAIM TO BE GOING OUT OF BUSINESS. WE HAVE
BEEN GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
LONGER THAN ANYONE ON THIS
BLOCK.

4' • S ••••

show, -Fantasy of Flowers," held by
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the club house, according to Mrs. John Ryan,chairman.
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Bible Thought
0 God, how long shall the adversary
reproach? Shall the enemy blaspheme
thy name forever? — Psalm 74:10
Isn't it wonderful that God is not as
impatient as we? If He were not patient
we might have been destroyed before
we were converted! Or are you still
trying His patience?

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Reader Inquiry About
Cook Family
I periodically receive requests for information about families that are
known to have settled in the Jackson
Purchase region. Recently I received a
very nice letter from Ruth Ann Hale,of
Nashville, who is just beginning that
long and exciting search for her
ancestors.
Since she is searching for members of
the Cook family, I turned to the book
that Jerry Wayne Cook, of Normandy,
Tennessee wrote in 1973. Unfortunately,
I was not able to make any connections,
although part of that family migrated
from near the Rushing Creek area of
Stewart County, Tennessee, to
Calloway County, Kentucky.
In hopes that these names will have
meaning to someone who is reading
this, I will reprint Ms. Hale's letter:
"I am looking for assistance in tracking down information on my greatgrandfather. His name was Ben
Houston Cook. I don't know the location
of his birth. However I do know that he
spent his entire life in the area of Murray and New Concord.
"I know that he was married four
times. My grandfather was the child of
his first wife. However none of my
family knew her name. His body is
buried at the McCuiston Cemetery. If
you could give me any information at
all, I would be very appreciative.
"I would also like to know if you could
tell me the date and location of the marriage of Clark Bailey and Rebecca Ann
Shroat. This was another set of greatgrandparents. All that I really know
about them is that they were both
buried at the New Concord Cemetery,
probably in the early 1900's.
Also, I would like to know if you have
any information on the marriage of my
grandparents, Wesley La Curtis Cook
and Mary Elizabeth Cook. This probably took place in or around Murray in
the late 1800's or early I900's. My
grandmother's maiden name was
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Bailey and her first name may be listed
as America; she had her name legally
changed, but I don't know if it was
before or after her marriage.
"Also, if there are any records of my
great-grandparents or possibly their
origin, I would be greatly interested. I
am only starting to piece together my
family history and I really do not know
where to turn. If you can advise me of
any agencies or other courthouses, etc.
I would greatly appreciate it.
"I will be making a trip to Murray the
last of May, to check for dates, on the
tombstones of my great-grandparents.
If there is any other place I could check
or any files I could review, I would be
grateful for the information."
If anyone knows more about this
family and can help Ms. Hale, please
write to her at 1217 Kenmore Placr6
Nashville, Tennessee 37216.

Today In History
By The Associated Preis
Today is Saturday, May 10, the 131st
day of 1980. There are 235 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 10, 1869, a golden spike was
driven into a rail in Ogden. Utah, linking America coast to coast with the
completion of the first transcontinental
railroad.
On this date:
In 1497, the Italian navigator,
Amerigo Vespucci, sailed on his first
voyage to the New World.
In 1775, the second Continental Congress met in Philadelphia.
In 1865, during the Civil War, union
troops captured Confederate President
Jefferson Davis in Invinville, Ga.
In 1971. former Nazi Rudolf Hess
finished 30 years in prison, but the
Soviets insisted that he serve a full life
sentence in Berlin's Spandau prison.
Ten years ago, United Auto Workers
union president Walter Reuther, his
wife and four others were killed in the
crash of a chartered plane in Michigan.
Five years ago, Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger met with the general
assembly of tlie Organization of
American States to work out the lifting
of a trade embargo against Cuba.
Last year, a revolutionary firing
squad in Tehran exeCuted the Ngth person sentenced to death by -Islamic
courts in the three months since the
monarchy was overthrown.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Fred
Astaire is 81 years old. Connecticut
Governor Ella Grasso is 81. Former
Speaker of the House Carl Albert is 72.
Thought for today: Our' grand
business is not to see what lies dimly at
a distance, but to do what lies clearlyeat
hand - Thomas Carlyle( 1795-1881 )
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Innovative Selling Techniques Help

Real Estate Franchises Show Growth
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Innovative selling techniques have stimulated the
growth of real estate franchise
operations in the state and nation, according to representatives of those franchises in
Kentucky.
ERA service broker Craig
Roberts said his company,one
of the largest real estate franchisors in the country, has 45
member firms in the state. He
purchased the first ERA franchise in Henderson in 1976,
when ERA went national after
considerable success on the
east and west coasts.
An ERA innovation is the
guaranteed purchase of a
home for 90 percent of its appraised value if ERA lists the
home for seven months and is
unable to sell it. The program
was tested in six markets last
year and initiated nationally
this year.
The guarantee advances the
selling homeowner up to
$25,000 of the home's equity to
apply to the costs of purchasing a new home from an ERA
broker in the homeowner's
new location. The advance is
repaid ERA, interest free,
when the original home is
sold.
If ERA has not sold the

im Barrett's
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home within four months, the
company will make the mortgage payments. After seven
months, it will buy the home
for 90 percent of an agreed
value. If ERA eventually sells
the home for more than the 90
percent figure, the difference
goes to the former
homeowner.
Frank
Hunter, administrative director for the
Kentucky-Indiana region of
real estate franchisor Century
21, said his company has considered a plan similar to
ERA's and is testing it with
limited success in some areas
of the country.
Mr. Roberts said ERA's
plan has helped bring ERA
within notches of industryleader Century 21, which has
about 7,000 franchise operations nationally including 246
in the Kentucky-Indiana
region. ERA has 5,400 national
franchise members.
One of the newest franchise
operations in Kentucky is Matchmaker, and Harold and
Tom Helm latched onto the
first franchise last year. Now
there are seven Matchmaker
members in Louisville, where
the Helms are based.
According to Tom Helm,

Production Credit Asso.
Hires Dwayne Fulkerson
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association is proud to announce the employ-
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Dwayne Fulkerson
ment of Dwayne E. Fulkerson
as field representative of the
Murray office. The Murray of-

fice currently has an
- outstanding of $11,300,000 in
loans to 470 farmers in
Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Dwayne is a native of
Calloway County and attended
Calloway County High School.
He graduated from Murray
State University in 1973 with a
B.S. in Business. His major
areas of study included
business management, personnel,and accounting.
Dwayne comes to PCA from
the National Aluminum Corporation in Hawesville, Kentucky where he was employed
in various phases of production and management.
Dwayne is married to the
former Linda Martin of Central City, Kentucky. They
reside on .Route 8, Murray
where Dwayne does some farming with his father. They attend Elm Grove Baptist Church.
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NO JOB TOO LARGE - NO JOB TOO SMALL '

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

753-4124
OUSOTY HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

•KITCNENS
*SIDING
•ROOFING
•BATIES

4

'PAINTING
•PANELING
•ROOM ADDITIONS
•WINDOW
REPLACEMENTS

'STORM WIN. L DOOR
•CONCRITE WORK
•WALLPAPER
•INSURANCE CLAIMS

*FREE ESTIMATES
*35 YRS. EXPERIENCE
*FULLY INSURED & LICENSED
Miffnioer Nerfienail Asseciatioa Of Noma Inigray•Noont Controrturs

1

HARMON & BINKLEY
CONSTRUCTION CO
C 41 h

MURRAY

THE MOVE LAST WEEK: 12%; CONNA Corp. (OTC), to
Market direction was mixed. 151, from 15. Largest losses.
Biggest gains: General Jerrico (OTC), to 18102 from
Energy (OTC), to 144,8 from 17%; Vermont American
( AMEX),to 15from 15,-4.

Inflation, Credit Controls
Result In Fewer Sales
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - High
inflation, credit controls and
worries about the slumping
economy are resulting in a
"Nu Sale" being rung up at
many cash registers these
days.
Surveys show that consumers are feeling very
pessimistic about the
economy. And with income
gains being outpaced by inflation, consumers are pulling
back on big and small purchases.
Auto sales took an unexpectedly large drop last month. Industry reports showed
sales tumbled 27 percent to
740,000 new cars, rivaling the
industry slump in the 1974-75
recession.
Sales of new single-family
houses fell to 446,000, the
lowest figure since February
1975, during the last recession.
The government's report
covering sales for March
showed sales had plunged ,17
percent from the previous
month, the second-biggest
monthly drop ever.
Reports by major retailers
this past week also showed
sales weakening across the
board.
Overall, the government
reported, retail sales in April
fell 1.2 percent to a seasonally
adjusted $75.33 billion. Sales of
autos and building materials
and hardware goods showed
the biggest drops. The April
decline followed a 2.3 percent
drop the previous month.
While slumping retail sales
had been widely anticipated,
credit restrictions imposed by
the government March 14 in
some cases added an extra
pinch to the consumer buying
squeeze.
Those broad restrictions included requirements that
lenders tighten up on new
credit sales. The steps taken
to comply with the Federal

Overcast Promoted To
PCA Field Office Head
Calloway County and
Michael S. Overcast of the native of
from Calloway
Murray office of the Jackson graduated
Purchase Production Credit
Association has been promoted to field office manager.
Mike assumed his duties on
April 15. The Murray office is
a rapidly expanding office of
$11,300,000 in loans to farmers
in Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
Mike has been field
representative for PCA since
January of 1979. He was
formerly of General Tire and
Rubber Company. He is a
County High School. He is a
1974 graduate of Murray State

Small Business
Administration Rep
To Be In Paducah
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franchise membership has
been good for business at
Helm & Helm Realtors and
Auctioneers. "People are going to be in one franchise or
another," Mr. Helm explained. "It allows you to be independent and still have access to the tools of a bigger
company. We can do referrals
and houses in irade. We're like
Blue Cross; it's cheaper to
have more members than just
a few." One of Helm 81 Helm's
innovative sales techniques is
the auctioning of homes to the
public.
Century 21 remains the
leader of the pack, having
been formed in 1971 by a few
southern California brokers
looking for a way to compete
with the larger real estate
firms. Century 21. went national in 1974.
"A franchise operation is for
everybody," said Century 21's
Mr. Hunter. -A franchise has
a positive effect on the small
firm. It gets national and local
recognition. Our advertising
firm tells us we are recognized
in 90 percent of the homes in
America."
Still, some independents are
not anxious to become a franchise. Cara Wood of
Louisville's Wood Realty said
she had joined three semifranchise operations at different times but found them
all less than profitable.
-It wasn't for us," she said.
"They are apparently successful at it, but I think it
causes too much competition
among members of the same
franchise. For us, frankly, we
never had a referral from any
of their'. Perhaps what they do
is refer clients to bigger
organizations."
Still, Ms. Wood said she gets
an invitation every two weeks
to join a franchise.
Virgil Hall, head of Virgil
Hall Realtors, a Century 21
Louisville franchise, admits
"it's hard to say" if a franchise is for every broker.
"From what I understand,
they are all about the same,
but Century 21 is steadily increasing and our sales are
above the average percentage."

A Small Business Administration Loan representative will be available in
Paducah, at City Hall (second
floor), Commissioner's
Chambers, from 9 a.m. till
noon, Thursday, May 15, to
discuss financial and management assistance available to
small businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Louisville for the agency's
services.
inquiring
Businessmen
about an SBA loan are asked
to bring with them current
profit and loss statements and
a balance sheet for the last
complete business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help to start should bring a
current personal financial
statement. Phone (502) 4448500.
SBA provides counseling
service through the Service
Corps of Retired Executives
(SCORE) on the first
Thursday of each month atthe
above location

University with a B.S. degree
in Agriculture.
Mike served with the United
States Air Force for four years
in the Equipment Management Division.
He and his wife Beverly,and
two children reside on Route 1,
Murray,Kentucky.

Reserve's order varied from
lender to lender, but at the
retail level they generally involved lower limits on how
much could be charged or
higher costs for using or having a charge card or account.
Consumers have for some
time been backing off from
purchasing big items, but they.
PLAYERS C1.118 - The tennis portion of the Murrav Tennis Center, Inc. is under new
appear to have grown wary on
management under the direction of Mansfield Farmer (center) and Eddie Hunt (right)
all fronts now.
The Players Club, the facility's new name,features four lighted tennis courts and a pro
The Conference Board, a
shop. For information concerning the facility or membership, call 753-8844. With-farbusiness-funded research
mer and Hunt is Bob Hopkins, who will continue to manage the gymnastics center and
group, reported this past week
that its index of consumer con- the swim club nest to the tennis courts.
fidence is now at its lowest
level since the depths of the
1974-75 recession.
In
other
business
WILMINGTON, Del. ( AP ) pared with the 1979 firstdevelopments this past week:
-Interest rates continued to - The Coca-Cola Co. has quarter figure of $85.2 million,
fall from peaks reached reported record first-quarter or 69 cents per share, and a
several weeks ago. The earnings and sales, with a net 17.5 percent increase in net Let's talk value.
government's weekly auction income of $92.1 million, or 75 sales, compared with sales of
of Treasury bills showed the cents per share, and net sales $1.057 billion in the same
As your local insurance
period in 1979.
average return on six-month of $1.2 billion.
Board Chairman J. Paul agency, we can find you
The figures reported Monbills at 9.49 percent, down
from 10.79 percent the month day represent an 8.1 percent Austin said the figures the best price/protection
before.
increase in net income, com- reflected greater sales of soft combination for your
drinks, citrus and wine pro- insurance dollars. We
ducts, and higher U.S. syrup carry many lines of proprices caused by higher sugar tection, in addition to
special package plans.
prices.
IRA G. CORN, JR

Coca-Cola Has Record Earnings

:,
THE ACE5_,

Let us quote your next
"It is much easier to be
critical than correct."
Benjamin Disraeli.
Edgar Kaplan is both critical and correct in his
monthly magazine, "The
Bridge World" (39 W. 94th
St., N.Y.C. 10025 $16.00 per
year). Winner of the 1979
Man of Year Award of Contract Bridge. Kaplan pulls
no punches in his critiques
of top-level play. Here's how
he describes an errant
defense by two of the 1979
World Championship finalists.
The bidding was the same
at both tables and, at table
one, Eddie K,antar of Los
Angeles led a trump.
Declarer won the queen in
dummy and played another
trump back to his ace.
On these, East pitched the
three and six of hearts,
showing no interest in that
suit. A low club was led
towards dummy's Q-J and.
West played low! East won
and his diamond switch was
ducked: dummy took the
second diamond, drew the
last trump and played
another club towards
dummy's remaining honor.
Dummy's high club thus
allowed a diamond discard - plus 420.
"West had to rise with the
ace on the first club, and
switch to the king of
diamonds_ Is that so hard,
with 10 tricks in sight for
declarer otherwise?" (West
should know that declarer
has six spades, two hearts
and a diamond -- a club
trick will be his 10th trick).
"Apparently it is hard,"
Kaplan continues. "At the
other table, Vito Pittala

(West) did no better. He led
a heart to dummy's ace
East making a discouraging
discard. Declarer drew
trumps while East encour

WE'LL COVER
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ON ALL FLANKS.
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Business
Insurance

FEDERAL
KEAVIR
INSURANCE
COMPANY

0.
1
Ketnre*
.
.
0.
1.

Rost Insurance Agency
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Donny Ross, James Ross
-- TiTtione 753-0489 or 753-0493

5-10-A

NORTH
•Q J105
•Alt
•A654
•QJ8

EAST
•- 11.19763
•QJ109

WEST
•9 6 2
•Q 8 5 2
•K 3
•A 7 5 2

4 K1063

SOUTH
•A K 8 7 4 3
K4
•8 7 2

PEELING ONIONS
Onions should not be peeled
from the root end because that
is where the strong aroma is
stored.
PREVENT SCUFFING
To prevent shoes from scuffing at the tip, apply several
thin layers of shellac as pratection.

policy. Then compare.

Bob
- Kenney
insurance
avacy

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

19711. 4th
753-4137

1

K-emPeu CriteCaT1011.

a.

.94
Vulnerable: None. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South
24

West
Pass

North
4•

East
All pass

Window

Opening lead: Spade deuce
aged in clubs Then, the low
club -- and West played second hand low. Plus 420. no
swing "
Kaplan's analysis was
correct as is usual and his
criticism is just. Both Wests
were guilty of a lapse in the
defense. Perhaps the moral
is that all bridge players are
human. Even top players
occasionally make errors
that would make an average
player blush.

adtf.,071e4/
%iillaT%1100111111110e
From the smallest unit to
the largest commercial
unit
You can depend
on OM for
top quality
and dependability.

Bid with Coro

South holds

5-10-B

•9 6 2
•Q852
•K 3
•A 7 5 2
North

South

I
V
i•
ANSWER: Two clubs. Show
the four card club support in
preference to bidding one no
trump
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0.804 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with gell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Quality
Service Company
402 Smithery Circle

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Dwayne Fulkerson
Mike Overcast
Mansfield Farmer
Eddie Hunt
.3

753-9294
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Genuine Risk To
Try For 2nd Jewel
Of Triple Crown

Draw May Be Difference
For Murray State In OVC
Tennis Tournament
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Murray State tennis coach
Bennie Purcell is making no
claim to the Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship his team set as one of
its three goals before the
season started. Not just yet
anyway.
"We've got the best team,"
Purcell said,"but in a tournament, anything can happen.
There are so many different
factors.
''The tournament gives
everybody else another
chance. It looks to me like five
teams have a chance. Murray,

Middle Tennessee and
Morehead are the best three
with Austin Peay juste notch
below."
Purcell has had too much
experience with tournaments
and the draws for him to
believe his team's regular
season conference championship with a record of 6-0 means
anything for next Monday
when the team goes to
Morehead State for the twoday tournament.
He hopes the experience of
losing to Morehead last year
and the confidence gained
from this season's 27-3 record,
which included infrequent

MATS LIUNGMAN, who has !Murray's best individual
record at 33-6, is waiting to find out if he will be seeded
first at no. 2 in the OVC tournament.

a

wins over teams from the Big
Ten (Illinois), Missouri Valley
Conference i Bradley, Metro
Seven (Virginia Tech arid
Louisville) and, closer to
home, the Southeastern Conference ( Mississippi twice and
Kentucky).
Those
were
victories
Purcell understands his teams
are not going to have an opportunity to realize very often. So
he appreciates those schools'
coaches coming to Murray to
play his upstart team.
Therein lies the dilemma,
however, for giving this team
the chance to find out just how
far it can go in tournament
competition this year. Only
two teams will be selected to
go to the regional at the
BENNIE PURCELL, Murray State's 20-win tennis coach for the third straight year, said
University of Georgia, and the
the seedings could be a major factor in how his team does in the OVC tournament
Ohio Valley Conference teams
simply do not play the
nest week.
4
schedules the larger, higher the OVC tournament.
OVC tournament this time on provement of this year's
budgeted schools play.
The no. 3 player, Roger Ber- being mentally tougher and on team.
•A
It's a shame, too. For this thiaume, has slipped a few having a little luck with the
"There has been a lot of inMurray team has been a notches from last year's draw for the seeds.
terest in the overall program
crowd pleaser, taking several record, but preparation for
He noted that his team had because we has the winning
of its matches down to the graduation has required much played a lot of matches this success in other sports,"
deciding set in the deciding of his attention. Yet, he has year, with a special effort to Purcell said. -It has carried
match and pulling them out added greatly to the Racers' play on the road under as over and created some pride."
practically every time.
late season doubles success, many different conditions as
He said his team met two of
It has been a team in- pairing with no. 6 player Steve possible.
its three goals and fell just
terspersed with players from
Wille.
"Instead of looking for an short of the other one. A 20-win
different countries, admittedPurcell attributes much of excuse for why we didn't get it season and an OVC championly not a new trend in college
his team's better than ex- done, we find way to get it ship won in the regular
tennis, but still a feature that pected fortunes to the tur- done," said Ken Hydinger, a season) were accomplished,
has added to the game's naround of his doubles teams graduate assistant who but the chance at'winning all
popularity.
which were all 13-3 since they Purcell said is the first assis- the matches at home was lust
There has been Norwegian
were altered.
tant coach he has ever had and in a 5-4 defeat at the hands of
sophomore no. 1 Terje
"The thing that makes you has contributed to the im- Memphis State.
Persson, who Purcell said has
have a good team is to be solid
improved markedly. At no. 2, in all six positions," Purcell
the es;er-hustling, robust said. freshman Mats Ljungman
From no.1 through no. 6, the
from Sweden, who replaced
records have been consistent.
Jeff Leonard, has been a real
Persson has improved from
delight for tennis layers.
an 18-17 record to 29-12 this
At no. 4, Sweden's Finn
year. Ljungman has been a
Swarting has helped
breath of fresh air with his 33-6
Ljungman bring in the female record in only his first year.
following and he just plain
Swarting is 28-8 compared to
blocks the net with his tall
27-7 last year, and Wille is 28-7
frame when he approaches it. after last year's 28-6 record.
Si(arting is the only certain
Purcell said he is basing his
no. 1 seed for Murray State in team's hopes of winning the

BALTIMORE (AP) — A
battle of the sexes is expected
to highlight the Preakness
Stakes when Genuine Risk,
the East Coast favorite, competes with her male counterpart from the West Coast,
Codex.
Genuine Risk, the first filly
to win the Kentucky Derby in
65 years, could become the
first of her sex to win the
Preakness Stakes since Nellie
Morse crossed the finish line
in 1924.
The owners of Genuine Risk
kept the racing world in
suspense until Friday when
they announced her entry in
the 13-16 mile race at Pimlico
Race Course.
Had she not been entered,
Genuine Risk, who is due to
arrive at the Preakness barn
this weekend, would have
been the first Derby winner
since 1959, when Tomy Lee
went back to California to bow
out of the race for the second
jewel of the Triple Crown.
"We weren't waiting to see
who was in the race or
anything like that," said Bert
Firestone from his Catoctin
Stud farm in Waterford, Va.
"We just wanted to make sure
she was all right. We were only waiting to see how she
responded to the Derby, and
she's come back like a tiger.
"We think she's better at a
mile and a half the Belmont
distance), but if we had skipped the Preakness and won

Gi

A

the Belmont, we would have
asked ourselves, 'What did
you do that for?' No, our main
concern was the condition of
the filly, that's all," Firestone
added.
Only two fillies have ever
run in more than one of the
Triple Crown races, a series
which concludes this year with
the Belmont Stakes on June 7.
Careful finished fifth in the
Derby in 1921 and 12th in the
Preakness, while Nellie Flag
was fourth in the 1935 Derby
and seventh in the Preakness.
No filly has started in the
Preakness since 1939.
Besides Genuine Risk and
Codex, the field also includes
Jack Klugman's Jak lin
'Klugman, the Derby's show
horse, Judith Zouck's
Samoyed and J.K. Perrin's
Knight Landing, second in the
Woodlavm Stakes.
The status of T-wrisend
B.Martin's Colonel Moran and
Labially Stable's Temperence
Hill was exspected to be announced today after the
Withers at Aqueduct.
A decision is expected Sunday on Locust Hill Farm's
Blue Ensign, the winner of the
Woodlawn Stakes at Pimlico
last week.
Two possible entries from
Mexico, Piltotazo and Poker
Point, were declared out of the
Preakness Friday when the
owners and the US. Department of Agriculture could not
agree on quarantine arrangements.
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To Doubleteam Erving Or Not
Is Question Vexing Westhead
of the National Basketball
By ALEX SACHA RE
Association championship
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) — series against the 76ers. The
To doubleteam or not to fourth game of the series, curdoubleteam, that is the ques- rently tied at one victory
tion vexing Paul WestheadL apiece, is scheduled for Sunthe Shakespearean scholar day afternoon.
"Our game plan is not to let
who coaches the Los Angeles
the Doctor go wild," said
Lakers.
Whether 'tis wiser to assign Westhead. "When he gets it
two men to harass going, he charges up his teamPhiladelphia's high-scoring mates and the crowd, and the
Julius Erving and risk being whole game changes."
Erving never got it going in
burned by the other members
of the 76ers, or switch to the the series opener, scoring just
more conservative strategy of nine points over the first three
having one man guard Erving quarters and 20 overall as the
straight up and risk letting the Lakers won 109-102. -Ws had
one guy in his jersey and one
Doctor operate.
Westhead indicated that guy running at him to
Los
despite the risks, he planned doubleteam," said
to continue double-teaming Angeles forward Jamaal
Erving in.today's third game Wilkes. "And if he got past

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate
Homeowners
Insurance.
If your house is less than two years old, you
may qualify for Allstate's "15% New House
Discount:'*
Homes two through five years old also may
qualify for a discount ranging from 5 to 10
percent, depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the savings
•Appheo
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Allstate.
-You're in good hands.
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Murray Insurance Agency
111•1-Air Cooler

7114751

those two, Kareem ( AbdulJabbar, the Lakers' 7-foot-2
center) was waiting for him."
But Sixers Coach Billy Cunningham made subtle adjustments to take advantage
of the Lakers' double-teaming
tactics in the second game and
Philadelphia won 107-104, with
Erving a inajor factor with 23
points, 10 rebounds and seven
assists. Twelve of his points
came in the opening period Is
he helped the Sixers to a fast
start.
When Erving was able to
draw the two men guarding
him away from the flow of the
play,that left the Sixers' other
four players with only three
defenders to beat. Once in
Game Two the Lakers were
called for playing a zone
defense with those other three
men, and at other times they
had trouble keeping up with
the movement of the ball.
Sixers guard Maurice

Cheeks was left open much of
the game, hit his first eight
shots and scored 23 points,
double his regular season
average. And with AbdulJabbar laying back in the middle, Philadelphia center Darryl Dawkins found himself
open for 18-foot jumpers, hit
his shots arid scored 25 points.
But the Lakers feel it's a
gamble they have to take.
"We want to see anybody
else with the ball but the Doctor," Wilkes said of Erving.
"One-on-one, the guy is incredible. We think that
doubletearning Julius and forcing their other guys to hit the
shots is still our pecentage
play over the long haul."
The Lakers were without
reserve forward Spencer
Haywood, the four-time allstar who was suspended by
Coach Paul Westhead this
week for "actions detriinental
to the team."

'Bird's' Future In Air
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP) —
Mark "The Bird" Fidrych's
baseball future apparently
was still up in the air after he
met Friday with Jim Campbell, Detroit Tigers president
and general manager, and officials of the Evansville
Triplets, Detroit's American
Association farm club.
Campbell called rumors of
Fidrych's retirement "just
speculation" after meeting
with Evansville manager Jim
Leyland and general manager
Chuck Murphy.
He said additional meetings
on the future of the *1976
American League rookie of
the year, who was assigned to
Evansville this spring,. are
planned during the weekend.
After earning rookie honors
when he posted a 19-9 record,
Fidrych injured his knee in
spring training the next year
and has had a series of
physical problems since.
Fidrych, who bete me

known as "The Bird" while
posting the American
Leauge's lowest earned run
average as a rookie, was 6-4 in
1977, 2-0 in 1978 and 0-3 in 1979.
Until Thursday, Fidrych's
future looked bleak after four
poor performances with
Evansville. However, he
struck out five and pitched
three scoreless .innings
Thursday while yielding only
one hit.
"I'm encouraged by that,"
Campbell said. "That might
change everything.'
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If you're thinking of advertising in the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here can effectively remedy'
your business' lagging sales problem inexpensively. Try newspaper advertising!
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Calloway Co.
Boosters Meet
The Calloway .County
Athletic Booster Club will
meet Monday, May 12 at 730
p.m. at the Calloway County
High School library.
Election of officers for the
group is an the agenda for the
meeting.
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Major League Baseball Roundup

imes

Guidry Corrects Problem To Pitch 82-3 Innings In Yankees'
5-2 Win Over Minnesota
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
"I found out what

I was doAP Sports Writer
mg wrong. I was not pushing
What was wrong with Ron off and coming over the top
Guidry? Elementary, my dear like I did when I threw well,"
Watson.
Guidry said Friday night after

Fel
! would have
, 'What did
No,our main
condition of
11," Firestone

entries from
CO and Poker
wed out of the
ay when the
US. Departure could not
irantine ar-

blanking Minnesota for 82-3 inlungs before needing last-out
help from Rich Gossage as the
New York Yankees defeated
the Twins 5-2.

While Guidry was solving
the mystery of three consecutive shaky outings, Dr
Bob Watson provided all the
necessary assistance by driv-

ing in all five runs with a
three-run homer in the first inning and a two-run double in
the eighth
In other American League

Madlock Making Other NL Teams Pay For Sweating Out Fine
BY KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
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Madlock said he "hit a
fastball up and out" off Bob
Shirley for his homer. Then in
the ninth, he slugged his
game-winning fly ball off San
Diego's ace tell er, Rollie
Fingers.

Bill Madlock is still
sweating out his appeal of a
suspension and $5,000 fine.
Meanwhile, the Pittsburgh
Pirate infielder is malting
other National League teams
You don't wallt to get
pay for it.
behind Finger 4,'' said
Playing on what virtually Madlock, who hit the first ofamounts to borrowed time, fering from the mastachioed
Madlock made the most of it right-hander. "He's one of the
Friday night, slugging a home best relievers in the
run and game-winning business."
sacrifice fly to help the
Although Madlock has been
Pirates beat the San Diego suspended and fined for a
Padres 4-3.
runin with umpire Gerry
"I hit a lot of homers here in Crawford during a game
San Diego, but I don't why," against Montreal, he has been
said Madlock, whose solo shot allowed to play pending his apin the eighth pulled the Pirates peal.
into a 3-3 tie before his
Asked about the situation,
sacrifice fly won it in the ninMadlock responded With
th. "I usually try to hit the ball
rhetorical questions to
on the ground."
reporters: "What do you

mean? Do you mean you don't
have problems with your
families?"
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Francisco
Giants stopped the Chicago
Cubs 6-3; the New York Mets
nipped the Montreal Expos 21; the St.Louis Cardinals
pounded the Los Angeles
Dodgers 15-7; the Atlanta
Braves defeated the Houston
Astros 5-4 and the Cincinnati
Reds turned back the
Philadelphia Phillies 5-2.
With the score tied 3-3,
Omar Moreno led off the Pittsburgh ninth with a double off
Fingers, 2-3, and moved to
third on a sacrifice. Fingers
then issued intentional walks
to Dave Parker and pinchhitter Willie Stargell to load
the bases and set the stage for
Madlock's runscoring fly ball
to center.

Reliever Kent Tekulve tied
a major league record with his
third victory in three games.
Tekulve, who has not allowed
a run in his last 11 appearances, retired the final
six straight batters to improve

3
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That Tom Sneva's one and
four-lap records of 203.620 and
202.156 were in no danger in today's qualifications was a
foregone conclusion. Rutherford, who had most of the the
top practice speeds all week,
predicted the pole winner
would go no faster than 193.
Friday's last mad scramble
climaxed a steady rise in
practice speeds, including a
blistering 193.507 by rookie
Tim Richmond. The last. —
and only — rookie to win the
pole position was Walt
Faulkner in 1950 at the thenrecord speed of 134.343 mph.
Rutherford finished Friday's practice with a 193.009
clocking, and Foyt, the only
four-time Indy winner logged
his best speed of the week at
192.555.
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Full-view

DOOf Mirror
14x50- mirror with
walnut-colored, embossed frame
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' Hand-held Calculator
Compact little 8-digit calculator with
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500 sheets, 1 -ply
white toilet tissue.
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LEMONADE

Good Dieu May 13 Murray 8. Mayfield K mist only

Dazzle Aire • Yarn

4-ply Creslan ° acrylic nylon knitting
worsted. Solids, ombres.
ozs.•
• ArwerIcan Cyortarmd Rag TM

• NM

MI.

Potted Yews
Choice, sturdy shrubs for
year-round greenery

;Underwood 131, (n)

Transactions
By The Asuclated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX — Recalled Keith
MacWhorter, pitcher, from Pawtucket
of the International League Designated
Stan Pap,infielder, for reassignment.
FOOTBALL
Natlosal Football League
BUFFALO BILLS — Signed Jack
Quinn and Steve Carpenter. defensive
backs; Mark Robbins, Keith Richardson, Aaron Wiley,and Joe Noonan. wide
recievers. Larry Reid, Jim Walsh, and
Dan Conway, fullbacks; Gregg Jefcoat
and Herman Parker, guards: Gard
Nord, tight end, Jay Caffey, tackle;
Mark Denison, linebacker; and Mike
Patrick and Mike Deutsch. punters. Acquired Paul Ricker, tight end, and Danny Walker, wide receiver, on waivers.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS — Signed Don Westbrook. wide receiver, to a
series of four one-year contracts

Sports-In Brief
TENNIS
NEW YORK AP — Vitai Arnritral of
India, continuing his giant-killers role,
ousted Victor Peen of Paraguay 6-4. 74
in the quarterfinal round of the 1506,000
Tournament of Champions at Forest
Hills
, In other matches, Mexico's Raul
-Rarrurez scored a 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 victory
'ever Wojtek Fitak of Poland; John
flAcEnroe took an easy 6-1, 14 victory
Over Brian Teacher; and Vitas
Gerulaita stopped Hungary's Babas
)31iroczy 6-4, 74
'
1) GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) - Roscoe
r survived a tough challenge from
coach, Dennis Ralston, to take a 6-1,
ts first-n/21ff victory in a 150,606
tournament.
In other matches. Stan Smith beat Pat
hiPre 6-3, 6-2; Bob Lute topped Tom
n 64, 6-4, and Marty Rieman
o
,:rie
,d a 7.3, 7-5 decision over Dick
ton

t
,;

PERUGIA, Italy )AP) — Chris Evert
d ratted Laura Dupont 6-1,64 while
ntina's !ramie madruss upset
Trite Wade of Great Britain 74.6-8 in

••••
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Detroit iSchaixeder 1-4 ) at Cabicrrsa
r Tanana 14 n
Clesoland (Deny 1-3) at Seattle
)McLaughlri 1-1 I. n

PARIS (API — Greg Norman of
Australia and Britain's Maurice Bernbridge shot 6-underpar 669 and tied for
the lead al the halfway point of the 64th
French Open with 13311
HOCKEY
ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta Flames
owner Torn Cousins said it is likely he
will sell the financially troubled NHI,
club to businessmen in Calgary. Alberta,
within the next few weeks.
But Cousins said die sale depends noon
whether he is satisfied Sal Ow city of
Calgary and province of Alberta are
committed to building a $30 million coliseum that would become the club's new
home
TRACK
KINGSTON, Jamaica ( AP) — Steve
Ovett of Great Raisin wore down Tanzania's Filbert Ban in the 1,500-meter
race and James Sanford and Billy
Matins, the leaders of Southern California's speed teams, raced to easy victories a. the Norman Manley Games
Sanford, ranked No.1 in the world in
100-meter dash, romped to victory in 10.3
second, for Ns eighth victory without•
kme this year Mulluablazed home the
winner In the 400-rnetai in 46 3

140 Paper
Napkins
Each
one-ply13x12.25".
Total 159 sq. in.

Coupon

Baseball At A Glance

the quarterfinals of the Italian Women's
Championships.
In other quarterfinal matches,
Virginia Ratio of Romania defeated
Bettina Bunge of West Germany 6-4,6-1,
and Hans Mandlikovs of Czechoslovakia
ousted Renato Tomanova 74,6-1
DUESSELDORF,, West Germany
1AP — Gene Meyer and Sherword
Stewart'cored a 44,6-2,6-3 doubles victory over Nam Borg and Ove Bengtson
to give the United State' a 3-1 trimuph
over Sweden In the 16150,000 Nations Cup
Tennis Tournament.
Spain defeated Australia 2-1 u Manuel
°rules and Jose Hawn'took a 6-3,6-4
doubles victory over John Alexander
and Phil Dent
GOLF
DAUM (AP) — Torn Malian toured
the Preston Trail God Club with a 6
under-par 64 for a two-shc4 lead over
Curtu Strange and George Cadle in the
firstroand of the MOON Byron Nebo.
Golf Cheek
ATLANTA (API — Pain Higgins fired
a 6-under-par 67 for a oneetrolie lead
our Kathy Ahern and Marlene Floyd in
the Met mud ci the 1100,1111 Atlanta
LPGA event

White and Colors

Classic tanks in bright colors.
Misses' sizes Save!

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Chicago (Down 3-1) at Texas 1Perrv
11, ni

Pkgs

Polyester Tank Tops

Also over 190 were Mears,
former winners Bobby Unser
and Mario Andretti, and Danny Ongais, Spike Gehlhausen
and Tom Bagley.

each flight, and also for the
longest drive on no. 17 and
closest to the pin on no. 10.
Entries should be mailed to
Bill Seale,407 No. 7th St., Murray, Ky. 42071. Entries will be
limited to the first 108 couples.
A limited number of carts are
available at $10 per day. Carts
brought in on contract could
be higher.

Wynegar, Guidry gave wa
Gossage, who fanned p
hitter Rick Sofield
Orioles 5, Brewers
Rich Dauer, batting .156
lag into the game, knocked
two runs with a sacrifice
and a blixip single, while
hitter Mark Belanger added
pair of RBI singles.
Orioles scored twice in the
cond inning to take a 3-2 lea
Singles by Doug DeCinces a
Lee May and a bunt single
Rick Dernpsey filled the
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Belles & Beaux To Be May 24-25

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Deep)(Rummer 13), In)
EAST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L
P.1.GB
EAST
(Plaburgh
16
7
6161 —
W
L
Pat GB
Chicago
12 11
Nav Ycrk
522
4
L5
9
625 —
Loun
13 12
Tcrcrito
520
4
15
9
625 —
11 11
Baton
.503
4/
1
2
12 13
.410
3)-1
.s thiontreal
10 15
7
Milwaukee
401)
11 12
.471
311
• New York
9 16
.36) 8
Baktmore
12 14
.462
4
WWI
Chvelind
10 14
417
5
Houstcn
17
9
664
Delnit
10
316
6
Clnarnati
18 10
60
man
Los Angeles
14 12
Oaldard
3
538
16 11
.563
San Cago
13 14
Texas
461
411
14 11
.560
1
Atlanta
9 15
375
Chicago
7
15 12
.556
1
San Franasco
9 19
Kansas City
321
9
51) 2
13 12
Friary' Gomez
14 15
KO
3
New Ycrk 2, Magna] 1
atiforma
stk
e
11 15
4,-1
423
San Franctscv 6. Mango 3
Mineola
11 16
407
5
Atlanta 5, Haulm 4
Felder. Gaines
(Inaction 5, Philadelphia 2
Kai sa co 6. Postai 5
St. Lam 15, Las Angeles 7
New York 5, Marinate 2
Pashirgh 4, Son Diego 3
Baltimore 5, Milwaukee 1
Sairdey's Games
Texas 2,(haw 1, 11 rungs
New York ) Bamtack 2-0) at Montreal
Detroit 6, Cabfonu 5,10 rungs
iLee 631
Toronto at Oakland, ppd., rein
'• Philadelphia (Carlton 5-1) it Clncinnti
Cleveland 4, Seattle 1
'fSeaver 1-1
SHissilays Games
,t San Francam (1Cnepper 3-3) at Chimp
Kza City (Mann 1-1 at Boston
:(McGlIthen 00)
(Eckerley 1.4)
Hanlon iFticheni 4-1) at Atlanta ( MaBalt:mare (McGrearr 1-1) at Milwaukee
Inbi 2-2), I n
(Sorensen 1-2)
law Angeles (Wotan 12) at a. Louis
Tonna (Chewy 1-1) at Oaklard Lang(Vinkovich 5-11, In)
ford I-11
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 3.1 at San
Minnesota (Jackson 01) at New York

Kousznan misplayed Ruppert
Jones' bunt and Watson
followed with a 400-foot shot
over the right-center field
fence. Watson added a two-run
double off John Verhoeven in
the eighth, although the IWO
were charged to Kousznan.
Meanwhile, Guidry scattered rune hits, walked two
and struck out eight. He lost
his shutout bid with two out in
the ninth when Dave Edwards
singled and Willie Norwood
homered. After walking Butch

K asses ADVERTISED
IMERCHANOiSE POL.ice
ou arm 1101001100 • 10

Qualifying For Indy Pole Is Much
More Than Prestige And Publicity
compete for the pole on the
By STEVE HERMAN
first of the four qualifying
AP Sports Writer
days.
INDIANAPOLLS (AP)
The format for the time
Qualifying on the pole, the inside of the front row of the trials puts the entire pack of
starting field for the In- first day qualifiers ahead of
dianapolis 500 mile auto race, those on each subsequent day,
is more than a bid for prestige until the entire field is filled.
Then, when the 11 rows of
and publicity. It's a decided
advantage to be in that front three cars each have been fillrow, which is what made to- ed, the bumping process
day's first day.of time trials so begins. Any faster car will
important at the motor speed- dislodge the slowest car on
the bubble," regardless when
way.
In the past quarter century, the first one qualified, and the
the fastest qualifier on the entire field will move up one
first day of time trials has spot. So in 1974, when Ruthergone on to win the In- ford qualified at 190.446 mph,
dianapolis 500 five times. The he had to start in the ninth
second place starter has won row, although only A.J. Foyt's
four times, and the No.3 191.632 speed bettered his.
When Rutherford won the
qualifier has won three times.
Only four times since 1955, race for the second time in
in fact, has the winner come 1976, he started from the pole,
from farther back than eighth as did Rick Mears last year.
in the 33-car starting field. So the frantic, weeklong efAnd the last one to do that was forts of the drivers and their
4,.,,Johnny Rutherford, who crews were not overthreaded his way to the front emphasized in preparation for
from a 25th-place start en today's run for glory.
route to his first Indy victory
in 1974.
The circumstances that
year were exceptional,
The annual Oaks Belles dr
however, as Rutherford still Beaux Golf Tournament
will
had the second fastest qualify- held May 24-25.
ing speed, based on four-lap
The entry fee of $35 entitles
averages around the 2"-2-mile the couples to a
practice round
Indianapolis Motor Speedway and two rounds of
tournament
track.
golf in a scramble format.
The problem was that his There rill be a grilled
steak
car developed engine trouble supper on the lawn
Saturday
during practice and was not evening. Script prizes
will be
repaired in time for him to awarded to six
winners in

his record to 5-0.
Tekulve's third triumph in
three games tied a record held
by six others but most recently accomplished by Sparky
Lyle with the New York
Yankees in 1977

action, the Baltimore Orioles
Milwaukee
downed
the
Brewers 5-2, the Kansas City
Royals edged the Boston Red
Sox 6-5, the Texas Rangers
nipped the Chicago White Sox
2-1 in 11 innings, the Dftror
Tigers shaded the California
Angels 6-5 in 10 and the
Cleveland Indians turned back
the Seattle Manners 4-1 The
Toronto-Oakland game was
rained out.
Willie Randolph led off the
New York first with a single,

Lemonade Mix
96-oz,• size makes 32 qts With sugar,
Save.

88`
Each

997

3 Days Only

' GE', Steam/dry Iron
25 steam vents. Durever ° cordset.
Aluminum soleplate. fabric dial

Our
1 17-1 27

1 Towel or 3 Dishcloths
1 5 x25"cotton polyester towels.
15x13V2v cotton dishcloths

88*

2Pkg.
Packaged Cookies

Reg
57'
Our

Favorite varieties the whole family
will enjoy. 6 to 11-ozs.* Save.

544
50' Outdoor
Extension
•••

Heavy-duty cord
for indoor Or out
3 - wire grounded

9

7
rEa Jar

32-oz.' Glass Plus'

Peanut
Butter

Cleans glass. appliances,
counter tops and more. In
trigger-spray container

18-oz.' slit' brand.
Creamy smooth or
crunchy. Delicious!

26-quart
anywhere

lightweight

cooler,

Goes

'NM m.

Green or Blue

Toilet Bowl
Cleaner
•Vanish'
cleans,refreshe
automatically

Our Reg 996

Each
Our Reg. 2.57

K mart' Air Filters
Quality filters to fit most U S
and foreign cars Save

THE SAVINL; 63:. ACE

88
6
Tennis Racket Special
Aluminum with leather grip Save
Our Reg. 98C,Cover
77C
Owe Reg. 3.334 3.7 Sport Cs,. .. 2.11

RI.SEDALIA RD
MAYFIELD KY

•
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Trophy grinners of the Murray Bass Club children's day tournament were 1.11 to right,
(front row) Jason Grimes, Chuck Baker, Jeremy Spann, Clay Ryan, John McConnell, David
Collins, Rkks Atkins, Teal Atkins, Darren lams, Rawls* Lewis. Us Marquardt, Mary Ana
Gilb•rt, Rkhy Moben,Smog Nenden, K•Ily Maim.Oka row)Left to Right, Ricky Spasm,
Robbie Marquardt, John Mark Morris, Reath Ryan, Chris Jenkins, James Barrow, Shelly
McCuisten.

fro
Tara Jones, left, and
Heath Ryan, center, cheeks
John McConnell proudly
brother Darren, wait in line to be sure all his fish
are in shows off the trophy he
with their dad, Don, to weigh the basket to be
weighed in.
received
in their fish.

Photos by
Mary Barrow

After the mornings fishing was over everyone relaxed
likzetsler a shade tree to 'tipsy het dogs and cold drinks.

The outdoors is a storehouse
of natural foods. Throughout
the year those with the skill
can collect nuts and berries,
greens and roots, delectibles
to boil, bake or fry into math
courses, desserts or
beverages.
Spring has its own bevy of
natural foods, and one of the
most sought after and prized
of these is the morel
mushroom. This is an appetizing fungus that can be sauteed
and eaten as a separate dish
or added to pizzas, spaghetti
or any other recipe calling for
"store bought" mushrooms.
But aren't some mushrooms
poisonous, and wouldn't it be
dangerous for the beginner to
pick morels for the table?
"The rule to follow is to
leave a . mushroom alone
unless you're 100 percent
positive that you can identify
it and that it's safe," said Ed
Ray, a conservationist at
Land Between the Lakes.
With that warning out of the
way, Ray continued that the
morel, which can be found
throughout central and
western Kentucky right now,
is easy to identify. "It has a
cap that looks like coral, with
irregular ridges that run up
and down and across. There
are different types of morels,
and they're different colors,
but the one I've mostly found
in this area is sort of a cinnamon color," Ray said.
He'd been out that morning
and had a half dozen freshlypicked mushrooms in a box.
The largest was five inches
long, and the cap came a third
of the way down the stem.
"And there's another test to
distinguish the true morel
from what's known as the
false morel, which is sort of
nature's immitation. The true
moral's stem is hollow, while
the stem of the false morel is
solid. I always break the
stems to make sure I have the
right mushroom," since false
morels shouldn't be eaten,"
Ray continued.

Junior Fishing Tournament
Set For May 24
GOLDEN POND, KY - The
fifth annual Land Between
rhe Lakes ( LBL Junior Boys
and Girls Fishing Tournament
will be at Devils Elbow Lake
Access Area off U.S. Highway
68,Saturday, May 24.
The tournament is designed
to teach proper fishing techniques to young boys and girls
from ages 6 to 12 and provide
family fellowship. There will
be no fee for entering the contest.
This ..year a clinic
demonstrating casting,
fishing equipment, boats, and
other fishing gear is scheduled
from 9.00 a.m. to 9:25 a.m.
The tournament sponsored by
the Murray Bass Club, Murray Optimist Club, and LBL
will begin at 9:30 a.m. and end

at 11:30 a.m.
The heaviest string of 10 fish
or less wins; only bank fishing
is allowed. Participants must
land their own fish with no
assistance from adults.
Prizes will be awarded by
age categories 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12. Prizes for first place
will be presented to a boy and
girl in each age group. In addition, second, third, fourth, and
fifth place awards will be
given to a boy or girl in each
age group.
For additional information
contact Junior Fishing Tournament Coordinator, Recreation and Interpretive Services
Section, TVA-Land Between
The Lakes,Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, telephone (502)
924-5602, extension 241.

rain's,AMC,Jeep

Jerry Frank and James Selman

Joint Project To
Improve Boating Safety
MURRAY,Kentucky — The
Civil Air Patrol and the U. S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary are
planning a joint project to improve boating safety on Kentucky Lake this summer.
The
Murray-Kenlake
Flotilla of the U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary has been conducting safety patrols on Kentucky Lake for the last nine
years according to flotilla
operations officer James I.
Schempp. The new feature
this year will be the addition of
aerial observation flights by
the Paducah Composite
Squadron of the Civil Air
Patrol.
The CAP observation flights

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

will be able to scan large
areas of the lake rapidly for
disabled boats or other
unusual events. Anything out
of the ordinary can be
reported to the USCG Auxiliary, and a surface craft can
be directed to the area to investigate and assist.
Jerry L. Frank, a
spokesman for the Paducah
CAP squadron, said "The
Civil Air Patrol and the Coast
Guard Auxiliary are both
volunteer organizations that
do emergency and disaster
relief work. A cooperative
venture such as this will be of
great help if we have to work
together under emergency
conditions."

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

900 Sycamore

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCIURE

753-5142

GRAYSON McCLURI
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Veteran morel pickers keep
John Charron, who is LBL's
landscape architect, is a a ledger of places to find their
veteran morel hunter. He says favorite fungus. Once you find
that you find the mushroom a good spot, you can go back to
"when the poplar leaves are it year after year to reap the
the size of squirrel ears." In harvest. And the plant isn't
Kentucky this generally hurt when you pick the
means April. This spring has mushroom. The stem and cap
been late, however, and'are actually fruit of the
though the best crop has come mushroom tree which is in the
and gone, there are still ground.
Ed Ray and John Charron
morels growing and waiting to
both say that morels have a
be picked.
"You find morels in three delicate and delicious flavor.
general areas," Charron said. They agreed upon method for
"They'll be in old orchards, in preparation is to slice the
fields which are reverting mushrooms in half, wash
back to nature or in poplar thoroughly, dip the halves into
forests. They don't seem to egg, roll in flour, then fry in
grow in oak forests. I'm not melted butter or margarine.
sure, but I feel like the soils The Charron family also cans
which are conducive to oaks and freezes mushrooms for
and hickories may be too use in various recipes.,
Again, the morel is easy to
acetic for the morels."
Ed Ray finds his identify, and this is a factor in
mushrooms on his 25 acre the mushroom's popularity.
homestead in Trigg County."I But while many other local
found some morels in Land species of mushrooms are
Between the Lakes in a forest equally safe and delicious,
bottom on the bank of a little others are deadly poisonous.
ravine. I went home and Even the experts have difchecked a similar spot in my ficulty distinguishing some of
yard, and that first time I the safe ones from the
dangerous ones. So play it
found about a dozen morels."
Morel mushrooms are easy to identify and
The morel mushroom is safe, and don't bite down on a
delicious to eat. The mushroom grows "when
much more common in nor- mushroom unless you're abpoplar leaves are the size of squirrel ears,"
thern climes, and they are solutely sure what it is.
and they are found In old orchards,
There are several books out
found in relative abundance in
overgrown fields or poplar woods.
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio • and on the subject that can help a
Michigan. "I got started hun- beginner. One excellent text is'
ting morels from friends who the -Mushroom Hunter's ed by the University of nature's prices are a little
lived in Illinois," John Char- Field Guide" by Alexander H. Michigan Ann Arbor) Press cheaper than those in the local
Smith. This book was publish- in 1958. Another good book is grocery. Besides morels,
ron said.
Bradford Angier's "Field amateur naturalists can also
Guide to Edible Wild Plants." collect comfrey (greens),
This reference is available in poke salad more greens),
sassafras roots for tea (dig
most bookstores.
Angier's "Edible Wild before the sap rises, cattail
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,IL the American Fishing Tackle
Plants" doesn't limit itself to roots I boil like potatoes) and
— The right to fish is under at- Manufacturers Association to
mushrooms, however. It watercress ( which makes a
tack. And the American Sport- launch the Federation. AFTdescribes a wide variety of good salad).
fishing Federation is prepar- MA President Paul Mulready
plants that may be consumed.
Nature truly is a storehouse,
explained:
ing to fight back.
It might be helpful to consider and those who take advantage
"The worsening state of the
a few of these which may now of it have fun, eat well and truWith the future of sport fishery has resulted in less
be found, especially since ly "get back to nature."
fishing threatened by people fishing, evidenced by a
pollutants, anti-fishing decline in fishing license
groups, and commercial sales. Fewer people fishing
fishing interests, anglers from results in less money
fishing clubs in Illinois, In- available for protection and
diana and Wisconsin recently enhancement of the fishery.
organized to join forces with This critical decay of a
ASF's campaign to save precious national resource
fishing.
can only be stopped through a
The new Federation is call- unified public information and
ing for the support of all political action force, made up
anglers to form a strong na- of millions of sport
tional voice. A $10 member- fishermen."
Environmentalists,
ship in ASF automatically includes affiliation with state legislative experts, lawyers,
chapters. New members join- biologists and public informaing ASF will receive a booklet tion people will be retained by
filled with more than 100 ASF to speak on behalf of the
coupons for cash rebates on nation's 33 million licensed
brand name fishing tackle in- fishermen.
To join the American Sportcluding rods, reels, tackle boxes, fishing line, lures and fishing Federation and to obtain the rebate booklet, condepth finders.
The coupon booklet offer is tact: ASF, P.O. Box 426,
part of a drive by members of Chicago,IL 60690.

Lavers
day, May
Lake.

ASF's Campaign To Save Fishing

YES! i want to save fishing and sane hundreds of dollars on brand name
fishing equipment Enclosed is rn y check or mOney oft/eo foe Ste. made
payable to American Spo,lfish,n9 Federation.

Mail to: American Spofilishing Federation, PCS Boa 42a, Chicego,IL AMMO.

glory Cress, loft, and Eddie Rollins brought in this
string of bass Wednesday, May 7. The pair was fishing
on Kentucky Lake and took these 10 bass in shallow
water on plastic worms. Rollins said they caught around
20 but these were all they brought in.
Please cowries, ef errsy left Co.
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Specializing In Home Cooked Mexican
Food On Weekends and Holidays
Bait, Tackle, Picnic Supplies,
Boat Rentals, Guide Service
Spring Hours: 4 a.m.-9 p.m.
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National Fishing Week

MEW j

Laverne and Rohl. Thurman caegin 50 crappie Metsay, May 5, while fishing near Pine Bluff en Kentucky
Lake.
abets tearless si Metres Belt Ca

What do St. Louis, Missouri;
Kankakee, Illinois; and North
Haven, Connecticut have in
common?
St. Louis and Kankakee are
midwestern cities located
alongside major rivers. But
where does North Haven fit
in?
The answer is that all three
are representative of a growing list of communities which
each year sponsor fishing derbies for youngsters.
More cities and towns, large__
and small throughout the
country, are finding that
organizing a youth fishing
outing provides just the right
event to kick off a full season
of outdoor activities and to introduce many kids to a sport
that will last them a lifetime.
Here are some suggestions

2nd Annual

sr

TELETHON BASS TOURNAMENT

stilly and
vs "when
at ears,"
srthards,

SPONSORED BY
KENTUCKY LAKE BASS CLUB INC, & MAYFIELD BASS CLUB INC.
SATURDAY MAY 17, 1680
TIME: 7:00 a.m. till 4:130 p.m. C.D.T.
PLACE: KENLAKE DOCK

; are a little
cise in the local
des morels,
ilists can also
)y (greens),
lore greens),
for tea (dig
rises), cattail
potatoes) and
iich makes a

3 a storehouse,
Ike advantage
It well and truature."

Pay out will be merchandise and merchandise certificates. All entry
money (minus expenses) will be given to the Telethon for Crippled
Children, Tournament Entry Deadline - Thursday, May 15, 1980_
ENTRY FEE
($15.00 per contestant}
RULES
1._
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.

This is., INDIVIDUAL tournament.
Choose your own partner. There will be no pairing at dock.
Winners will be determined by Tournament Officials bend on individual weight
Only fish measuring 12 inches or more with MOUTH CLOSED will be weighed.
Only largemouth, smallmouth, and spotted bass will be weighed in.
Fishing with artificial baits only is authorized. There will be no trolling or jigging.
No more than two contestants per boat.
Contestants must check in at the Kenlake Boat Dock between 5:00 a.m. and 6:30 a.m. C.D.T. on the
day of the tournament.
Live wells will be checked by members of the Tournament Committee prior to start of tournament.
No bonus points will be given. However there will bee 2oz. penalty for each dead fish.

from the AFTMA Sport
Fishing Educational Foundation for organizing a youthoriented community fishing
event.
Initial Organization - Begin
by contacting your local DNR
representative. He or she is
the person who can best acquaint you with available
fishery resources in the area
and environmental precautions that need to be taken into
account. And that representative very likely can put you
iritMiCh with other-individuals'
willing to assist with organization.
Next, select a derby director
- someone who knows fishing
and who also is a good
organizer. Work with the
director in establishing an administrative committee to
direct such functions as sponsor support, publiciity, equipment, angling instruction and
supervision, food, prizes and
parent relations.
Sponsor Support - In some
communities, newspapers,
soft-drink bottlers and savings
and loan associations are
among many sponsors that
have provided public-spirited
support for youth fishing
events. In other instances,
support has come through
cooperation from a number of
sources - a local sporting
goods retailer to provide
equipment, a fast .food outlet
to provide sandwiches, and
adult fishing organization to
offer instruction and supervisory assistance, and an outdoor writer's group to
generate publicity. Be sure to
investigate the possibility of
organizing your event through
a community or county
recreation department, park.
district or other local publicservice department is . These

groups generally have the professional resources to provide
excellent assistance.
Site Selection - Determining
the proper water body to accommodate your fishing event
is as important as organizing
the event itself. City lagoons
make accessible fishing sites,
but often need to be dredged
and stocked with game fish.
Farm ponds in outlying areas
and nearby lakes are likely
possibilities, providing
transportation is available for
kids whose parents can't drive
them to the site. Generally,
it's best to plan the event at a
facility that youngsters can
walk to, peddle their bikes to,
or ride public transportation
in urban areas.
A Word About Catch and
Release - The first objective of
a community fishing derby is
that everyone has fun. But, the
event can provide a very effective learning experience as
well. Instructional stations
may be set up in adjacent field
or park areas where kids can
learn casting and angling
principles from experts. Many
youths will want to take their
catch home to show mom and
dad. Nothing is wrong with
this as long as they
understand that the catch is to
be cooked and eaten. As often
as possible the youngsters
should be encouraged to
return their catch to the water
through proper catch and
release procedures.
What better way to observe
National Fishing Week, May
12-18, than by organizing a
community fishing event. For
a complete checklist of things
to do, contact: AFTMA Sport
Fishing Educational Foundation, 2625 Clearbrook Drive,
Arlington Heights, Illinois
60005. 312/364-4666.

ENTRY BLANK
I understand and agree to abide by all the rules and regulations pertaining to this tournament and all
Kentucky State Laws. I further ewes to niers the Kentucky Lake Bass Club & Mayfield Bass Club and
its officials and all tournament contestants from any injury or damage to myself Of my property in
connection with this tournament.
Signature
Signature
Address
Addreu

55,

rrardmocomoNmentgot

Mail entries and check to
Telethon Bass Tournament
Route 1, Box 478
Hardin, KY 42048

First Day
Leader
Sally &Hans was Hve leader
far the first day of fishing in
Balsa Gars tournament,
held out of Sportsman's
Marbsa. Sally weighed in live
fish for a total of nine pounds
nine sassices, with the largest
fish weighing three pounds
efle OUVIC•.

aI in this
as Hakim'
shallow
ht armload

rrey left Cc

Rosemary and Beanie Boyd lorespiki in this nke catch
of crappie Sunday, May 4, while fishing In the Eddy
Creek area, on Barkley Lake. The Boyd's brought is a
total of 63 crappie.

Bilked Rubber Workers Bales Lead 665, Mayfield, held a Ma* less Mernmeeerf eat of
%Mill Elbow Saturday, May 3. Wieners were left tar right, first pies* Mike Ernstberger
mod II mud& lacy, wend place !Vickie Farley end Lorry Bell, third place Ronald McClores
and Randy Shelton.
Pleat. Iry Mary llorr•ar

Fishing Report, Lake And River Stages
By Mary Barrow
The fishing has really been
poor this past week due to the
water level dropping and the
cool spells we have had. The
fish seem to still be scattered,
with crappie coming from the
bushes and some from the
ridges. There have been a few
bass caught but they have
been hard to find.
Murray _Bait Co. reported
there had been several people
by last week with a few crappie but only one pair of anglers

Special Population Fishing
Tournantent Set
GOLDEN POND,KY - TVA,
in cooperation with the Kentucky Special Olympics, the
Kentucky Lake Bass Club,and
the B&J Bait Company of
Hopkinsville. KY,will sponsor
a Special Population Fishing
Tournament at Devils Elbow
Lake Access Area in Land
Between The Lakes off U.S.
Highway 68, June 14.
The tournament is designed
to develop fishing skills for the
development of disabled
children and adults of all ages.
The program will integrate
safety and leisure pursuits for
all levels of abilities.
Registration will begin at
8:45 a.m. and the tournament
is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 11
a.m. Participants are required to have a medical
release from his-her doctor or
sponsoring organization.
Certificates will be awarded
to all participants, and plaques and hats will be
presented to the grand and
reserve champion. Other
prizes will be _awarded to 20
place finishers.
Preregistration is requested; however, participants may register the day
of the event at Devils Elbow.
Cane fishing poles and bait
will be furnished for all participants. There is no fee for

Plwte cserhssy at Meanly twit Cs
s.

op
eek

Murray Bait Co.

WATSON'S

Wholesale Live Bait

759-1208

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

So. 12th. St.

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

We Speck:I/4e In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

974 9926

Phone
502-753-5693

aoit to

r)

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

4

Boat, Motor, Pontoon 4 Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

;1; Rt. 1 Hardin

(502) 474-2245 or 474-7211, ext. 171

641 Super Shell

&Johnson
•

•

Where "Service Is Our Business

Darnell Marine Sales

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

1,
9

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

I

Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East -

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

NEW OWNER: Gary Damen
751-4111

Maileateallswewee

Hwy. 641 So.

•a•-1aimayaarraa7kraaryarapiapaaP-!* *

Phone 753-8322

"

BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

% H .641 South

;

been extremely slow. Maria
seemed to think the water
levels and temperatures had
kept the fish from moving into
the bushes.
If the water levels become
stable and the sun continues to
shine maybe the water will
warm enough for the fish to
move into the bushes and
spawn.
Water Levels
And Temperatures
Wednesday, May 7,.Barkley
Lake upper stage 359.10, lower
stage
313.10.
Water
temperatures: surface 65
degrees; 10 feet 64 degrees; 25
feet 64 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 359.20.
Thursday, May 8, Barkley
Lake upper stage 359.05, lower
stage
311.85.
Water
temperatures: surface 66
degrees; 10 feet 65 degrees; 25
feet 65 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 359.06.
Friday, May 9, Barkley
Lake upper stage 359.25, lower
stage
308.15.
Water
temperatures: surface 65
degrees; 10 feet 65 degrees; 25
feet 65 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 359.24.

Darren McCaristess, age 10, killed this SS inch long rattle
snake at Mod River, near Eirwasville, Ky. The rattlesnake
had II rattlers.

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

V

OLITIEBOAROS

entering the contest. Nonelectric camping facilities will
be available at Devils Elbow.
To preregister or for additional information contact
Recreation Services Section,
TVA-Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone 502) 924-5602,
extension 241.

?1)

Fred Gardner, Owner

Fish Market
Coffee

f.

had any hags.
J. W. Witham, of Kenlake
Marina, said there had been a
few crappie caught and
brought by the dock. He said
there had been a few ladies
fishing the Bass'n Gal's tournament by the dock and they
said they had caught several
bass during their practice
days.
Maria Gamblin, of Bay
View Bait Shop, on Donaldson
Creek on Barkley Lake,
reported the fishing there had

753-9131

Tour U-Naul lloadtuarters
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PUT IT IN THE
2. Notice

2. Notice

Bible Facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

WE
LOVE
YOU,
MOTHER

We BuySell- Trade
-Pawn
We Pay
Cosh For

Judy,
Sissy- poo
Kenny!

GOLD- 10K, 14K, 16K,
In, 22K; SILVER COINS
1961
and
before
STIRLING

Vernoffs
Western Store

Country Way Cafe, 121 South at
Cherry Corner Specials of the
week. Picnic Pak. 16 pieces of
chicken. $5 75. 4 piece
Chicken Dinner, $2.50. Kentucky Lake Fiddlers. $2.75. 21
piece Shrimp Dinner, $3.15.
753-9163.

.f.- r0

2

3

Olympic Plaza

World Electrical *
Desig
letrodeces
M.R.B.

eh.
SterliNg 1AAA,
linfuers
eie
AtcAndo• AAA *a INA.. Ate.
,lb• Arks, eilems No also fl, co. Is,
phi eml .1%w

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

00000 331101
000000 0,0133
OM 0000000 33
BOO 00000 0110
0000 MOO 0000

1101312013 1111111113C1

0133
000
000000 033030
0000 000 01300
BOO DOOM 0010
CO 0000000 00
sE10000 000030
00000 00000
38 Spanish article
39 Obligation
40 Goddess of
discord
41 Partner
42 Church
5

4

15

7

benches
43 Sound a horn
44 Diminutive
suffix
45 Grate
48 Dawn goddess
11

9

10 11

14

16•
20 21
19

19

•
29 29 30

27

UU
UUU
33

32
36

35
37

39

40 41
47 46

a

43

42

ao
4u

so

51

52

S4

55

5. Lost andround

Rel.eves long or short term
, pain For .nformafion write
Boa 102 Murray, Kentucky.
Money Back Guarantee.

Paris Landing -Country Store,
open 7 days, 8 AM til 8 PM
Oak and walnut furniture.
glass. china, antiques, and
restaurant china and junk Just
oft Highway 79 on 119 at Paris
Landing State Park.
Wii

you

IA ear

a

on
white rose
Day?
Mother's
your
Remember
mother with a
restored photograph.
CARTER STUDIO
304 Main "53-8298

Early Bird
Special

Lost Female Siamese cat in
vicinity of 8th and Main No
collar. Reward' Call 753-9852
Lost Hereford calf, 550 lbs.
Last seen on McCullaugh
Creek. Call (901) 247-5493 collect.

6. Help Wanted
Help wanted. One experienced
all around cook; one cook with
waitress experience, one experienced waitress for full
time, one for part time Above
average pay. Kentucky Lake
Lodge Restaurant, Aurora. KY.
474-2259 for appointment.
Interested in building your own
business? Western based company is looking for a few people
in this area Full time or part
time, excellent benefits, no investment required. Call 7591021.
Now hiring local distributor of
nationally known product.
Need 10 neat appearing men
or women at once. Can use
anyone over 19. Our people
average $200-$300 weekly. No
experience needed. Free training. Car necessary. Absolutely
no canvasing. If not happy with
present employment and income we would like to talk to
you. Call 759-1345.

Scotts Turf
Builder at

Starks
Hardware
1210 & Poplar ots
753-1227

17

23

22
24 25 26

1111L vrAti

11

13

12

3-1
34

HERE IT IS!
20 BILLION
DOLLAR FOOD
INDUSTRY!
IF
roe oak like i biniw
makes AU CASH HOW
awes 'to link time and ellatter good rehire 06 noonnal
mreshatot. Mee !Oil Siould
(411 IOU ERIE I 300 121
9009 EH. 963 IOI moo err
lormanon and possible IP
owelmeol a ink Gourmet
Prodocts, 9999 Ricksoad,
Sale 129, Holston, 11 11042

2. Notice

0. Aiwv

7 Told
8 Tour
9 Unusual
10 Bad
11 Oolong and
pekoe
19 Near
21 Poker stake
23 Takes out
24 Mournful
25 Baker's
product
26 Bitter vetch
27 Judgement
28 Goddess of
healing
29 Fish eggs
30 Vessels
curved
planking
32 Transfixes
Clothesmak35
er
36 Spoors
1

THE HOUSING
AUTHORITY
of Mayfield Kentucky
aill accept bids until
1980 for
16
May
laying blocks and brick
on an addition to the
maintenance building at
312 Brookside Drive,
Mayfield, Kentucky. In,
formation concerning
this bid can be obtained
at the above address or
by calling
247-6391

eke

Pawn Shop

PUZZLER
CROSSWORD
I ACROSS
6 Mouths
1 Soared
5 Put on
8 Waste allowance
12 Verdi opera
13 Eon
14 Rant
15 Flower
16 Swiss river
17 Solo
18 Cane
20 Disentangles
22 Latin conjunction
23 European
24 Hurried
27 Colonizers
31 Ventilate
32 Martinique
volcano
33 Electrified
particle
34 Fated
36 Playing card
37 Emmets
38 Teutonic deo,ty
39 Death
42 Second-rate
horse,
46 European
mountains
47 Born
49 Greek letter
50 Yugoslav
leader
51 Farm animal
52 Scads
53 Belgian river
54 Worm
55 Walk
DOWN
1 Comely
2 Italian coin
3, Redact
4 Squandered
5 College head

9. Situation Wanted

1. Legal Notice

•

Happy
Mother's
Day!

Needed. Short order breakfast
cook, experience needed. Write
Rudy's Restaurant, 104 South
5th Street, Murray, or call 1531632.
Would you like to work part
time and earn full time wages?
Call 753-0541 or 753-9486

Love,
Jim &
Sue

5,AcAs

WHAT DO YOU

MEAN

BOOMERANGS

THIS DOESN'T
WORK ---I'M TAKING
__
IT BACK

ARE

NOT

RETURNABLE?

Will do babysitting in my home
759-4125
Will do housekeeping 3 days a
week Call 753-9344 after 5
pm
Young lady desires secretarial
positiod. Has shorthand, typing, and dictophone skills 7532905

13. For Sale or Trade
Established business in good
location. Ljmited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property. etc. Call 7534109
Furnished near downtown Murray. Call 753-4109.

14. Want To Buy
Good used couch Call 4892118
Tobacco scaffold wagons, two
tiers wide. 24' long, $275.00
Phone 886-6029,
each
--Hepkinsville.
Two party yard sale Mens,
*omens, and childrens
clothing, household items,
afghans. and much more 408
North 8th Street, Saturday, all
day.
Want to buy. Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm

15. Articles For Sale
Set of cattle racks for Chevrolet
truck, $100, 3 old spray
pumps, 8 roller, $25 a piece;
one new 18x15 Regal XL white
spoke wheel, $25, log wagon,
$125; 2 old Walnut tree logs
for sale. Call 753-5463.
Used furniture: 5 piece dinette
set; desk; chest; porta-crib;
baby beds: high chair; roll-away beds; bookcases; night
stands; couches: tables: trunks;
picture frames; IBM electric
typewriter; 14' boat, motor,
trailer, trolling motor. Carroway
Furniture, 105 N 3rd, 753••
1502.

16. Home Furnishings
Antique walnut bed, high head
board. Call 759-4440 between
7 AM and 5 PM.
Bunk bed. $15; reclinder, $50;
bookcase, glass door, $35; antique rocking chair, $50. Call
753-9773.
Coppertone electric stove, good
condition. Call 753-2247.
Coppertone refrigerator with
freezer across top. $75. Call
753-5245.
Drapes. 4 panels, lined, gold
and gree floral, complete hardware, excellent condition. (2)
2 long.
/
1310" (2) 96", all 831
$100. Call 435-4443.
Fedders air-conditioner, bought
new last summer, used 3 months, 21,000 BTU. Call 7532927.
Light oak bunk beds, used 4
months, no mattresses. $150:
9x12 avacado sculptured
carpet, $50, Sears Coldspot
refrigerator. $100; tricycle, $5.
Call 753-5954 after 5 pm.

19. Farm Equipment

TOYS

HATE THAT
NEW "CREAM THE
GERGEANT' GAME
THEY PUT IN/

Pow!
Pou)!

Buildings!! Last chance at
these prices...All steel clear
span buildings. (Major Mfg.)
20'x24'x10' for $3.070.00 •
30'x48.x12' for $4,120.00 •
40'x48.x14' for $5,096.00 •
48)(72'x14' for $7,401.00.
F.O.B. Factory. Call collect today 614/294-2675 til 8 pm.

FOR RESULTS

19. Farm Equipment
Cub tractor, belly mower, all
equipment See at 916 N 18th
Street Murray
Farmers 10% discount on all
cash sales of John Deere trac
tor and implement parts G & Y
Farm Center, 3 miles south of
Murray on U.S.641 Phone
753-4440
For sale. Two new steel farm
buildings, modern quonset
type, never erected. 40's40'
$4859 40'x180' $15,843. Will
deliver Call J R. (901) 7423418_
1975 14 HP fully automatic
Bolens lawn and garden tractor
mower, and all garden attachments. $1000 Call 7536251 after 5 pm.
Must sell Now, all steel
buildings, 40x 72 x 14 $5,695.
FOB. also 40 x 48 x 14
$4,395. F.O.B. Call now 513278-4821.
Massey Ferguson tractor, 235
diesel, 500 hours, excellent
condition. 759-1703.
There is nothing better than
Adams hard-surfaced plow
points, regular points, disc
blades, cultivator shovels, colter blades, heavy duty truck
tool boxes. Get our prices
before you buy, Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Tractor flats repaired, new
Goodyear. Firestone, and B.F.
Goodrich tires, used tires. Get
our price before you buy, Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892.

20. Sports Equipment
Browning shotgun, automatic,
Belguim made Call 759-4440
between 7 AM and 5 PM
MEC 5 stage 20 guage shotgun
shell reloader. $75. Call 753.
6251 after 5 pm

22. Musical
For sale Piano. Call 753-4441.
Pre-owned Spinets, uprights,
console and baby grand pianos.
Priced from $90 up. New
pianos for rent. LEACH'S
MUSIC Paris's first and formost
music store. For further information call 901-642-6463.
Wanted. Responsible party to
take over low monthly
payments on spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write credit
manager; P.O. Box 537,
Shelbyville, IN 46176.

24. Miscellaneous
For sale: Styrofoam Insulation 2" 48 $2.60, 1" 4x8 $3.80;
1
/
Fiberglass insulation - 144 and
up; Particle board - 5/8" 4x8
$4.25; Plywood - Yi" 4x8
$7.95, 5/8" 4x8 $9.25, .?‘"
4x8 $11.00; Exterior siding 4x8 $7.25 and up; Paneling
80 selections of 4x8 sheets
from $2.95 to $9.75; Cedar
closet lining - 4x8 $6.00; Doors
- $5.75 and up; Door units $27.00 and up; Preformed
cabinet tops - $3.50 per ft.;
Vanities - $55.00 and up; Tub
kits - $35.00 and up; Shower
stalls - $140.00 complete; Kitchen 5' base and wall cabinet $120.00 (all sizes in stock);
Black board - 4x8 $2.25;
Shingles - $17.00 per sq.;
2" 4x8 $3.00;
1
Sheetrock - /
Pegboard - '4" 4x8 $5.00. Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy. 45, 1
Mile south, Martin, TN 38237.
Phone (901) 587-3000. Open
Saturday til 3 pm.

Mother's
Day
HOW ABOUT "I GET A KICK
)
OUT OF YOU"-

32, Apts. For Rent

Two portable buildings. 9x12
newly constructed, best
materials. $695 each One
house type. one barn type Call
474-8800 after 4 pm

26. TV-Radio
Technics component stereo
and turntable 753-6562 Or
753-8666

27. Mobile Home Sales
IMO trailer, extra nice,
$1100. Call 753-8451.
For sale 1973 1265 mobile
home with new furniture, priced to sell, located in Fox
Meadows. 753-2810
For sale or rent Two bedroom,
12x60 gas trailer with acre lot
Call 759-1078.
USED MOBILE HOMES. Own
your own home and fight inflation Guaranteed and completely reconditioned. 10', 12',
14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
West, Paducah. 442-1918.

28. Mob. Home Rents
Four 2 bedroom mobile homes
for rent. Gas heat, air conditioned, fully furnished, excellent location on shaded lots.
Rent from $145 to $160. Call
753-0364 or 753-3455.
Furnished 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
central heat and air, washer,
dryer. larg lot. 753-4091
Nice 2 bedroom mobile home
in small well kept court.
Couples. 490. 753-8216 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom, furnished, gas
heat. Call 753-0364 or 7533455.
12x55 Two bedroom. near Murray, very clean. No pets. Call
489-2118.
Two bedroom. 12x60. partially
furnished, on large lot, approximately 3 miles east of Murray.
753-6283 after 5 pm

30. Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Close to court square. Private
customer parking. Call 7534109.
For rent: Shop and air conditioned office, 2 or 5 stalls. 10
ft. doors, air compressor. free
water, natural gas heat Call
after 5.30, 753-2486.

OFFICE
SPACE
FOR RENT

Duplex apartment 2 bedroom
with carport and storage, central heat and air, refrigerator
range, dishwasher, washing
machine hookup Couples with
no pets preferably Located on
Stadium View Drive Call 7531199 after 8.30 pm Deposit
required
Furnished apartments one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street 7536609
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, witi
swimming
pool
Call 753privilege.
5865 days or 753-51 08
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.
For rent. One bedroom furnished apartment, one block from
campus. water and gas furnished. $140. no pets 2 Bedroom
furnished apartment, 311
North 5th, water furnished, no
pets, married couple, $145.
Call 753-1203.
For rent: Two bedroom
townhouse apartment. range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air,
all carpet. 753-7550.
For rent: Small apartment, 300
Woodlawn.
For rent- 1 bedroom apartment.
Call 753-9240
Furnished efficiency apartment, 2 blocks from University,
$120 per month, $120 deposit.
Call 753-9829.
New 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood. deposit required. no
pets Call 753-0814
Nice one bedroom apartment,
carpeted, water furnished,
reasonably priced Call 7533949.
Two bedroom duplex, brand
new, no pets and deposit required Call 753-9400 after 7
pm
Two bedroom extra large apartment, 2 blocks from UniVersity,
deposit reguired. No pets.
Phone 753-6202.
Two bedroom duplex, central
heat and air, outlets for washer
and dryer. No pets $195 Call
753-9741
Two bedroom apartment stove
and refrigerator, garbage
disposal, washer and dryer. Call
753-9240.
Two bedroom apartment. Embassey Apartments, Call 7534331.

Tony Robertson

Sleeping
and ki
refrigerati
mg 100M
Will dee
clan bed

3416
Furnished
lease in
August C.
Two bedr.
50 feet f
per mont
753-9829
Three bo
University
pets. Ele
$250 75::
Two bedr
Unfurmsh
Depesit
3582
Three bed
Call 753-9
Two bedrc
4331.
Three Ix
carpeted,
trio hea
hookup, 51
drapes fi
month Re
required. I
753-2835.

37. Live
Feeder pig
4274

38. Pet
Basic and
dience
structions
protection
and ages f
Professiona
2858.

Al
She

In honor
Hazel,
will be I
be $1 5 t
for all tI
The v
KY, drai
iron: Luc

Two blo
Street

33. Rooms for Rent

Good location. Exparking
cellent
facilities. Newly
redecorated. Over
1800 sq. ft. Will rent
part.
or
all
Available June 1,
1980. 753-8355 or
436-4839.

32. Apts. For Rent
Available May 15, at 1631
Farmer Avenue, unfurnished 2
bedroom duplex, private carport and driveway. Couple
preferred, no pets, $150 Call
492-8174_

Furnished room for rent, one
block from MSU. Living room,
kitchen, and laundry facilities.
Wall to wall carpet, air conditioned. Boys only. $55 per
month. Call 759-4538.
Men student, rooms for summer and fall semester. Private
entrance, kitchen facilities,
central heat and air, half block
1626
from
University,
Hamilton. Call 753-8572 or
492-8128.
Rooms for Rent. One block
from University. Boys or Girls.
Call753-1812 or 759-4909.

CLERK TYPIST

Happy

SUCH u_Assics as'YE

33. Ro
24. Miscellaneous

A local Manufacturing Company has an immediate need to fill the position of Clerk
Typist. Applicant must be able to demonstrate proficiency and accuracy in typing.
Prior Clerical and typing experience
required. Salary commiserate with
qualifications. Excellent fringe benefit
package offered.
Please send resume to:

Also I

Kel

Termites
but neve'
damage
753-391
13th Strt
Home owl
4111111m.

FescoTml

\.

Industrial Relations Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, Tennessee 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OUR
MOM!
A couNTERwercHT,
TillS ELEVATOR SYSTEM
MAY KAYE BEEN THE
FIRST ON EARTH.

SAID
THERE'D BE A
SURPRi5E WHEN
WE REACH THE
GROUND.
THE CHIEF

So HE DID,
REV. AND
THERE IT
IS.

Thanks for 25 years of inspiration, with just a tad
of exasperation! Lots of
love, Your gang; Anne,
Kate, and Dad - Tom and
Dena.

Divider Si,

HEATING & COOLING
PLANT OPERATOR
Permanent full time position, requires
2 years experience in a central heating
and cooling plant. Prefer specialized
training in electricity, refrigeration, or
boiler operation. Must interpret cause
of readings on gauges and meters of
boilers, chillers, and related equipment. Salary $5.18 per hour. Contact
the Office of Personnel Services,
Murray State University.
An Equal Opportehity Employer

Ve•
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BEAUTY
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53. Services Offered

Special Purchase

pies, central
ts for washer
s $195 Call

One block
toys or Girls
594909

52.

STYLE SHOP

iplex brand
I deposit re)400 after 7

or rent. one
Living room,
dry facilities.
!t, air condily. $55 per
538.
ms for sumester. Private
n facilities,
lir, half block
1626
ity,
753-8572 or

47. Motorcycles

43. Real Estate

Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
A very small Yodue Terrier, with
1976 Honda 125, under 4000 16 Ft V-bottom fiberglass Insulation blown in by Sears Tractor work, bushhogging,
paper. for sale. 753-3588.
Perim& Thum=
miles. $450 Call 436-2834
pleasure boat 75 hp Evtnrude save on these MO heating and plowing, discing, blade work
Doberman puppies, championcooling bills. Call, Sears. 753Imamate a
ship sired. 10 males. 2
gardens Free estimates Call
1979 Yamaha a5-400 good very good condition 753-8047 2310 for tree estimates
or 753-0868 atter 5 pm
females. Call 345-2013,
753 7400 or 753-2632
7534027
Call
condition.
Real Estate
i do house painting, inside and
Paradise Kennels.
Southside Cour! Sguore
1917 Yamaha 250 like new 14 Ft V-bottom boat and outside Call 753-8762
trailer with 18 hp Evinrucle
Free to good home Small, male
2100 miles 5495 759-4845.
flerray, ILisodweky
DRIVEWAYS
depth finder ideal for fishing Ken's lawnmower and com34. Houses For Rent dog, good traveler, good com753-4451
WHITE ROCKED
Services
Auto.
48.
duck hunting. $450. Call plete auto service Overby
or
obedience
Has
gone
panion
to
Furnished 2 bedroom house for
AND GRADED
Road Shop 753-8696, home
Battery $29.95 exchange 3 753-7430 after 5 pm.
lease in Murray, May through., school Call 436-5479 or 492Huang
LIM.. [gaol.
warranty
year
New
Fast
Concord
759-1221
sum&
8128
1977 Howell Craft 15 tt brown
DO. Sord ony kind whore
August Call 247-4386
How can you finance your Grocery, 436-5353.
rock
metalflake, 115 hp Johnson Licinsed Electrician and gas inAdorable AKC
Two bedroom furnished home. For sale
house in this crazy economy?
$3000 Call 759-4852 or 753- stallation. heating installation
Dom Misuse Ricky fewer*.
50 feet from University. $200 registered 7 week old female
Everybody has an idea these 1974 Cutlass parts for sale. 7169.
753.5699
and repairs. Call 753-7203
753.4162
per month, $150 deposit Call Maltese puppy Call after 5 pm,
days on financing But you 753-6863.
IS 3-Bilk
759-1475.
•
753-9829.
Blacktopping
don't just need ideas You For sale. Set 15 inch Rally 17 O'Day sailboat with trailer Mitchell
driveways and small jobs a
need the best ideas, and plenty wheels for Chevrolet truck, set 753-9452
Three bedroom brick, near For sale blonde female Afghan
speciality also patching and Will do plumbing. air condiof them. That's why Century 21-, of 15 inch Rally wheels for
University, available now. No Hound, one year old, perfect
tioning. repairs and remodeling
seal coating 753-1537
Loretta Jobs Realtors are train- Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck, 53. Services Offered
pets. Electric and carpeted. for breeding. Registered. Call
around the home such as
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
753-6204
ed
to
show
how
you
21
realty,
becomes
a
different
$250. 753-3942.
MOBILE
ANCHORS.
ever
HOME
energy
"It solar
carpentry, painting, roofing
ways to creatively finance - ply, one 10-15 LT. all terrain
roofs sealed. and underpinn- and concrete work Call
"Weddings
ssith
Two bedroom house for rent Have your dog groomed at do we put a tax on It?"
753-,
new;
tire,
IT
one
B.f
10-15
whether
you
are
buying
or
selling
Aluminum
or
fiberglass
Unfurnished $175 per month SHERRI'S SOAP & SHAPE all
Distinction" at Caner
2211 or 753 9600
all
terrain
Goodrich
tire,
ing.
used
And
we
take
the
necessary
awnings
Also patio
and car
Deposit required Call 753- breed dog grooming. 104 N 41. Public Sale
43. Real Estate
Studio. Book early.
time to explore your options one B.F. Goodrich.700x15 LT..
ports single or double lack Will mow knee high grass. Have
13th, Murray Ky, Hours, Tues- Three party yard sale, turn east
3582.
new
Goodyear
tires;
one
hi
Fine
home
in
and
to
fine
STUDIO
formulate
CARTER
your
push mower $30 per hour for
location,
3
best
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm
day - Friday, 9 am - 5 pm,
Three bedroom house for rent. Saturday 9 am - 12 noon, Call on Glendale, house number large bedrooms, dining room. course of action Stop in at miler 700x15 L.T. used tire
the 'first round, will mow for
7i I-8298
Main
104
Need work on your trees- Topp- $15 per hour for the rest of
1001, Andy Elkins Wednesday
Call 753-9240.
502-753-0556 today and make and Thursday, May 14th and family room with cathedral 1200 Sycamore or call Century Phone 753-7393.
ing, pruning, shaping. com- year Also can do simple
and
Two bedroom house. Call 753- your appointment. After hours 15th. If rains will be held ceiling, equipped kitchen, love- 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at Two new Goodyear Suburbanite Air-conditioning
ly baths, 2 car garage. All the 753-1492. In a crazy economy snow tires with studs. mounted reforgeraton, service work on all plete removal and more Call _maintenance repairs. Call 753502-437-4311
4331.
following week.
features of a deluxe home in you need all the help you can on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet brands Used air-conditioners BOYERS TREE SERVICES for 8981.
professional tree care. - 753.
Three bedroom, hhi bath, 41. Public Sale
Yard sale. Saturday 9 til 5, rain Canterbury. For your showing HetCamaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet and refrigerators for sale Bill 8536
• Will cut and rake lawns. Call
carpeted, air conditioned, elec- Garage sale Baby things, boys or shine. 4 party. 1508 Valen- call Spann Realty Associates,
Size G 78x14. $90 Call 751 Rollins, 753-0762
759-1257_
tric heat, washer, dryer shirts, toys, plants, books, odds tine. Couch, refrigerator, stove, 753-7724.
paperhanging,
Painting,
com2796.
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelhookup, stove, refrigerator, and and ends. 801 South 17th, car stereo, clothing, kitchen
residential.
mercial
or
Farm
Concrete and block
You're moving to a new city.
ing
and
maintenance
49. Used Cars
drapes furnished. $250 per Saturday. May 10th 8 to 12
items, etc.
work. Block garages
What good does it do to call
References Guaranteed work buildings etc. Free estimates
month. References and deposit
759-1987
1973
Century.
Buick
2-door,
basements, driveways
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
Yard sale. 3 party. 94 East, first Century 21 Loretta lobs
required. No pets. Family only.
$1000.
753-8056.
YARD
walks, patios, steps.
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
trailer north of 1 & B Market. Realtors here in Mur753-2835.
Free estimates. Charles
ray?...Because a Century 21
GARDENS E.
1979 Bonniville. Loaded, like Brick repair, tuck pointing,
Tuesday and Wednesday.
SALE
Barnett, 753.5476.
Neighborhood Professional
YARDS
new. 753-6562 or 753-8666.
37. Livestock-Supplies
water proofing, house painting
43. Real Estate
Blackford
from the city you are moving to
Limed & Fertilized
Call
after
6
pm,
Cutlass
1974
436-2855.
Supreme.
Just
$1800.
Listed!
Feeder pigs for sale. Call 435Gardens Worked
will promptly call you. They'll
STROUT REALTY, INC.
Will do tractor work on yards.
House
759-4000.
You must see this
4274.
Reody for planting the sian)e
lorkes .0. 1100 ..01 doe
take the time to find out the
driveways. etc Remove unPAINTING
home
...
one
1..0 001.10,
acre
dcy'
Hogging
to
Bush
1804
Coldwater
Rd.
1978
for
Camaro
sale.
power
LT
kind of home you'll be looking
38. Pets-Supplies
Residential, Farm
wanted trees. Call 753-5925,
Blodework
FARMS•110MIS
appreciate. Spacious
steering, power brakes, air, tilt,
and Commercial
10 a.m. til 6 p.m.
for. They'll give you some ideas
B.C. Grogan.
Don Johnsen
BUSINESSES
Sara)
brush
&
roller
den
w/woodburning
AM-FM
cassette, power locks
Basic and Advanced dog obeJimmy Gering
about your new community.
Sunday and Monday
753-5699
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
15 Yrs. Experience
Will do paint work, mow lawns.
stove. Secluded setting
753-1656
a79
n d75.power windows. 4-speed,
dience classes and private inAnd then they'll begin putting
May 11 & 12
753-8786
PROPERTY
RALPH
WORLEY
Call 753-6481.
with
several
trees,
and
26,000
miles.
$4200.
753structions. Also tracking and
together
a
list
of
homes
for
you
Antiques, wicker furListings needed! Offices
436-9.353
stream, with frontage
protection training. All breeds
to look at upon your arrival.
Coost to Coost. Buyers from
niture, baskets, flower
Will haul driveway white rock Will mow lawns. Call Ken
on blacktop road only
and ages from 2 months up.
This
service
is
part
of
the
CenEverywhere.
"Free"
Cotoglog
1971 Fiat 850 convertible, Carpet
pots and etc. Don't
and
Ag lime, also have any type Wolfe, 753-5995.
cleaning, Joe Smith
10 mi. from Murray.
Professional instructor, 436tury 21 VIP Referral Program.
Strout Realty
good condition, 36 to 41 mpg. Carpet Center.
of
brown
or white pea gravel. We do all kinds of upholstery
miss this sole.
professionally
Only $20,000. Phone
Meier
It links together the more than
2858.
$750. Evenings 753-2738.
done. free estimates. Call 753- Also do backhoe work. Call and we work to please our
753-0186 7.500 Century 21 offices
Kopperud Realty, 7531112 (01600..11.1.
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or customers. We have a very wide
1961 Ford Fairlane, 4-door. 6660.
111000,.
_
Anglin*
around the country. If you're
1222. We're bringing
selection of fabrics to choose
753-6763.
18.000
actual
miles,
one
about to sell your house, call
the 198C's home to you!
cleaning,
Carpet
free
from. Call any time 753-6361
owner,
original
never
spare
Wet
basement?
RES/DINTIAl 01 COMWe
make
wet
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
estimates, satisfied references.
or 753-6488.
_
down. $1200. 753-7975.
MERCIALI This brick. 'two
Realtors. And then you're on
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- basements dry, work complete
Diamond In
story home on the corner
Will
plow and disc gardens.
ly
guarenteeg
Call or write
your way to the easiest move
1977 Impala wagon, no r ust, ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Thg
Rough
'of N. 4th ond Olive is
Morgan Construction Co. Call 753-1973 or 753-3413
you've ever made - going and
power steering, power brakes, 7.53-5827.
Just listflbi this hanideal fo; one wanting to
Route
2. Box 409A. Paducah, Will do painting and carpenter
corning.
Call
air
AM-FM
Loretta
lobs
radio,
$2150.
753dyman's special 4live near the downtown
Concrete and block work. Block KY 42001, or call
day or night. work. Call 153-7337.
Realtors at 753-1492.
7975.
area or ideal for o
room home on 2
garages, basements, driveways. 1-442-7026
professional
office
beautifully wooded
1966 Mustang, in good condi- walks, patios, steps. free
57. Wanted
building. It features a
acres only 111 miles
tion, $800. Call 436-2826_
estimates. Charles Barnett,
living
room
with
ROOFING
Wanted. Mature young woman_
753-5476.
from
Murray.
This
is
a
fireplace, dining room,
1968 Oldsmobile, 'very good
All types, Free
graduate student or profesreal
Sharon Ann Stokes, Owner & Operator
pocketbook
kitchen and sun room or
condition. Murray graduate Call Bob's Home Improvement.
sional person to share house
Estimates. Call 759pleaser at only $10,500.
sewing room on the firtt
In honor of my Grandmother, Mrs. Myrtle Housden,
must sell. Call 753-0667 or Home repairs, remodeling, conone block from MSU. Private
4512 or 759-1859
floor and four bedrooms
Phone the friendly
753-6012.
crete work 753-4501.
Hazel, and Mrs. Lorena Myatt, Sr., Paris, TN, there
bath and entrance. Please call
nights. All work guaranlone with a fireplace),
folks
at
Kopperud
will be 20% off all services given and $25 perm will
753-8325 8-4. after 5 pm 7531973 Plymouth Duster, good Driveways and parking areas
and another sun room
teed.
Realty,
753-1222.
We're
6577 Ask for Rebekah
be S15 for all Senior Citizens. This special will be good
and both on the second
condition, runs good, great gas white rocked and graded. Free
New Listing
working hard to profloor Also has a full
for all this year, 1980!
mileage. $550. Call 753-6251 estimates! Clifford Garrison
Only
4
miles
SE
of
vide
the
best' possible
basement and a large
after 5 pm.
753-5429.
The winner for the blow dryer: Cheryl Gay, Hazel,
Murray on Old
real estate service for
detached
garage
KY, drawn by Carolyn Alton. Winner for free curling
1971 Plymouth Satellite, local Do you need stumps removed
Murray-Paris
Rd., 26
suitable for a shop. Only
you.
iron: Lucy Hosford, Paris. TN, drawn by Carolyn Alton.
car. low mileage. in excellent from your yard or land cleared
$39,900.
acres with good 4
Specialize in percission cats!
condition. 753.9442.
of stumps. We can remove
bedroom house recentJOHN SMITH
46.
For Sale
Homes
Call for on appointment
ly insulated to T.V.A.
1976 Pinto, excellent condi- stumps up to 24" below the
By
builder
New
4
bedroom,
(502)492-8284
groundI leaving only sawdust
specs. w/aluminum
211 bath house in Canterbury tion. Call 753-1378.
and chips. Call for free
siding exterior. Two
Two blocks behind Dee's Bank of Hazel on Barnett
Call 753-3903 for further infor- 1974 Plymouth Duster. 6 estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343.
tobacco barns, other
Street, Hazel, Ky.
mation
cylinder, automatic and air
out-buildings. Low
vinyl top, $1350. Call 489- Electrolux authorized sales and
For
sale
by
owner
or
rent,
4
50's. Phone Kopperud
service. Tony Montgomery, 7532595.
753-7411
bedroom
tri.level.
1102
Doran
Realty, 753-1222, for
6760.
AROUND THE CLOCK
Call
759-4868.
1917 Toyota 55. couple, low
full-time real estate
For all your plumbing m
•
WE CONTROL
Tor sale by owner: 3 bedroom mileage. Call 753-5041.
Do you know why we say "Sell- service.
stallations or repairs. all work
Another
brick
home,
locatedlr
2
wood- 1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle, guaranteed, experienced_ Cal,
A
ing a house is easy. keeping it
New Listing
ed lots in Sherwood Forest,
good condition Call 759-4734 753-8950.
sold is tough?" More than 50%
Extremely
neat
3
baths, attached 1 1,r car garage, after 5 pm.
of all home sales have major
For all your carpenter work call
Also household, lawn indoors and out- closing
bedroom, 2 bath home
and greenhouse Natural gas
problems. 50%! That's
1973 VW Super Beetle, very 753-2988.
in quiet residential setheat and wood burning stove. clean.
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
low mileage, local car.
doors!
ting. Large 2-car
central air. Grounds include $2700
Realtors are trained to concenor trade for VW Bus in Fence saleS at Sears now. Call
garden, fruit orchard. and like
garage has been contrate on follow-through. No
Sears 753-2310 for free
condition. 489-2414.
child's log cabin playhouse.
verted to game room.
estimates for your needs.
paperwork detail is too small,
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for 1964 VW Beetle New motor,
Top quality home at a
no processing or financial proProfessional Pest Controlgood body. good tires. 30-35 Guttering by Sears, Sears conappointment
reasonable price
cedure too unimportant to
tinous gutters installed per
mpg. $450. Call 753-6677.
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is $57,000. Located in city
47. Motorcycles
your specifications Call Sears
Similar
to make sure your sale closes limits and county
50.
Used
Trucks
753-2310 for free estimates.
1975 Harley Davidson Sport
on time and you get all you ex- school district. Don't
ster, 8200 miles. mint condi- 1976 Dodge Pickup with cap, Herndon's Welding. Route 6
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace delay-phone us today
tion, $2500 firm Call 753- low milage. V'8, automatic, one Box 154, Murray. KY 753otitis purchase
of Mind." We put it all in on this very attractive
owner. Call 436-2743.
2636_
9507. 24 hour service. Open
writing in an agreement called family home. Phone
1972 750 Honda. fairing and For sale: 1979 Jeep C1-7, 2200 Saturday and Sunday.
the Action Warranty. And then Kopperud Realty, 753saddle bags. custom paint. miles. 753-9240.
we back it up with the most 1222. for courteous,
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
custom seat and back rest. 1975 Ford Courier, good condiimportant agreement of all: A competent real
COURTNEY SMALL
but never think about termites - they cause the
estate
most
Other extras also $1100 435- tion, 4-speed. $2490. 1976
handshake.. We mean what we
ENGINE REPAIR
damage next to fire. Have your home treated now!
rvic !
pm
after
5
4383
say Call Century 21 Loretta
Ford 6 cylinder van, good gas
Mowers, Tillers Choinsows
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South
lobs Realtors at 753-1492
Fast Service
Guoranteed
mileage. $1650. Call 48913th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience.
work Will pickup arid deliver
egan-res6'Co....2595.
Home owned and o eroted.
208 E. Main -753-3361
753-41114.
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
For sale Extra sharp 1976
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
Chevrolet pickup with airVented Soffit Panel
conditioning, AM-FM tape, facday or night.
tory wheels, 28.000 actual
miles Phone 753-6215 or 753- BOYD-MAJORS
8329
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
1970 Jeep truck with topper
NORNIIIICKLE BARBER SHOP
$2000 Call 753-5889
2119 Weaned Siren
'Professrona I Se rv ices
,With Tly. Friendly Touck
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OfFICE NOVRS:
1978 Subaru Brat. 4-wheel
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
drive, 30 mpg, real good shape
Call 436-5574.
COUNTRY ESTATE
Price of
New colonial home on
PRICE SUAVE 75'
NANCE!$1.15
51. Campers
I
.
Calls plooso C0.1 '53 3SFS no..do, on.
I
e
12 acres, so.many luxtor sale Overcab camper,
uries, so much
sleeps 4, gas stove. ice box.
Minder Strip
spaciousness,
11
sink and water supply. Nice.
rooms, 3 baths full
$600 753-2486
FIXED UNTIL
finished basement, 2
Fold out type camper 753Are you one who, every year, has your
fireplaces, Owner will
6562 or 753-8666
Frieze Moulding
bathroom "fixed", this time "for good,"
consider trade for city
or F Channel
property or will
1978 Model camper for ;I ton
you hope. But the next year its to do over
pickup, self-contained Call
finance to qualified
again. Its for sure you haven't used MarGrow plants for profit in your own greenhouse.
753-7336
buyer.
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
Al's Home Improvement
For a small investment we will install your
and
Boats
Motors
52.
"burn days" behind you for good with
CABIN IN
35 foot Chriscraft Roamer
greenhouse with a 5 year warranty, completely
THE WOODS
MARBLE from
Sedan cruiser, Generator, air,
22 Years Experience
This practically brand
equipped with plants and training furnished.
shower. pressure
finder,
depth
new 2 bedroom cabin
water Call 1-314-748-5561 •or
Ready to start growing plants for our market!
is the ideal week-end
Siding-Aluminum or Vinyl
314-471-8188
retreat. Completely
Seamless Gutters
For sale
1978 17ft.
Investments are covered by inventory. Only a
furnished, beautifully
Hydrosport. 140 hp Mercury
decorated, elec heat
Roofing
limited
amount of growers will be accepted in this
motor, trolling motor. trailer.
and air cond. All this
Complete Remodeling
depth
finder.
dual
753and
area.
Qualit
1
hat
Hurry
and call direct or collect. For free inkill
Please
for only $10,500.
9240
So.
9th
753-5719
formation call(502)781-8316.
MINN 4.U-2102 - After 5:00
Johnson 35 hp motor Call 74
733-$0110
0738

4*9

NT
I apart', 3 or 4
Summer
ter, with
pool
II 75353-5108
and on

)om furnish. block from
gas furnish2 Bedroom
nent, 311
urnished, no
uple, $145.

41. Public Sale

Sleeping Rooms living room
and kitchen Move and
refrigerator $25 per week. Living room and bedroom $20
Will clean and also furnish
ctpan bedding Call 753-3685

-

TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

1 ;•••

FREE
100' Cord

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center

Be Your
Own
Boss!

Thornton Tile
and Marble

•
-new
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Kentucky Broadcasters Name
Award Winning Radio Stations
LOU ISV ILLE:, Ky (AP) —
Radio stations in Paintsville,
Paducah and Louisville have
been named as recipients of
the best entry awards in their
classes in the Kentucky
Associated Press Broadcasters Association contest.
In television, the best entry
award went to WAVE,
Louisville.
The winners were announced Friday during the luncheon
of the Kentucky Broadcasters
Association convention at the
Executive Inn-West in
Louisville.
The competition covered the
calendar year 1979 and was
judged by an out-of-state
panel.
WHAS, Louisville, had the
best entry in Class 1 with a
documentary. WKYX.
Paducah, won in Class 2 with a
public affairs program. WSIP.
Paintsville, won in Classes 3
and 4 with a sports entry.
In TV, WAVE's winning entry was for a school days
documentary
Other winners M the radio
i contest:
Best locally originated,
regularly scheduled news program six minutes or under:
Class 1— WAVE, Louisville,
first and WHAS second. Class
2—WTCR, Ashland, first, and
,WOMI, Owensboro, second.
Classes 3-1—WSIP, first and
WF1CN.Franklin, second.
. Best locally originated,
regularly scheduled news program more than six minutes:
Class 1—WAVE first and
WHAS second. Class
2—WTCR first and WSON,
Henderson, second. Classes 34—WNBS, Murray, first and
• WSIP second.
Best locally originated,
regularly scheduled sports
program: Class 1—WAVE
first and WHAS second. Class
2—WOMI first and WTCR second. Classes 3-4—WSIP first
and WYMC,Mayfield, second.
Best locally originated
coverage of a breaking spot
entry: Class 1—WHAS first
and WAVE second. Class
2—WOMI first and WTCR second. Honorable mention:
WHOP, Hopkinsville, and
WLBJ, Bowling Green.
Classes 3-4—WFKN first and
WYMC second.
Best locally originated news
documentary: Class 1—WHAS
first. Classes 2-3—WFKN first
and WOMI second. Honorable
mention: WKYX and WKCT,
Bowling Green.
Best public affairs: Class
1— No entries. Class
2—WKYX first and WKCT second. Classes 3-4—WFKN first
and WSJP, Murray, second.
Honorable mention: WYMC.
Best locally originated„
regularly scheduled farm program: No awards.
Best human interest or

feature story: Class 1—WAVE
first and WHAS second. Class
mention,
2—Honorable
WTCR. Classes 3-1—WSIP
first and WFKN second.
Best commentary or
editoralizing: Class 1—WAVE
first and WHAS second. Class
2—WOMI first. Classes 34—WSIP first and WFKN, second.
Winners in other television
classes:
Best locally originated,
regularly scheduled news programs of any length: WAVE.
first.
Best locally originated spot
news coverage: WI.KY,
Louisville,first.
Best locally originated news
documentary or public affairs
programming: WAVE first.
Honorable mention: WLEX,
Lexington.

Gantt And Brooks
Will Be Speakers,
University Church

Best editorial: WHAS,
Louisville, first.
General excellence in enterprise or investigative reporting. WHAS first and WI.KY
second.
General excellence of
photographic journalism:
WLKY first and WAVE second.
Best sports program:
WI.KY first.

Speakers at the University
Church of Christ on Sunday,
May 11, will be Vernon Gantt
whcce subject will be "Temptation Is An Eloquent
Speaker" with scripture from
James 1:12-17 at the 10:30
a.m, service, and Hamp W.
Brooks at the 6 p.m. service.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
Bobby Martin, Danny
Claiborne, George Gallagher,
Roland Goodgion, Murrell
Goheen, Ogie Greenfield, VerButterworth, Paul
non
Rogers, L. A. Rowland, FifliS
Griffith, Bill Boyd, Gary
Taylor, Prentice Dunn, and
Gearl Suiter.
Nursery supervisors will be
Lillian Dunn, Terri Delancey,
Pansy Ford, Shirley Martin,
Linda Fain, and Linda
Feltner.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m.Sunday.

Regular Services
At Sinking Spring
Scheduled Sunday

THE REV. DR. A. R.
LASHLEY will delver the
commencement address at
the exercises for the
HopkInsvtlle College of the Bible, Hopkinsville, on
Thursday, May 15, at 7:30
p.m. He will be introduced by
the Rev. A. T. Kendricks, the
presentation of degrees will be
by the Rev. Dr. Austin Belle,
president, and the Rev. L. I.
Galbarts, chairman of the
board of trustees. The invocation will be by the Rev.
Herbert Haynes, and special
music will be by the %Irginia
Street Baptist Church Choir,
Hopkinsville.

The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Billy' Turner, speak
EKU RETIREE IS HONORED — Representing a total of 300 years of service, 18 retirees
at the 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
from the faculty and administrative staff at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond
worship services on Sunday.
have been recognized at the University's annual spring faculty dinner. The group inMay 11.
cluded Dr. Ralph White (right), professor of special education. He is a native of Kirksey
Lenon Hall, deacon of the
in Calloway County and a graduate of Southeast Missouri State College, Cape Girarweek, will assist in the serdeau, Mo. He is presented a silver tray by [kV president Dr. J. C. Powell (left) while his
vices.
wife looks on.
At the morning service the
choir, directed by Tommy
Scott with Patsy Neale as
organist and Susie Scott as
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, pianist, will sing "The Solid
pastor of the Memorial Bap- Rock."
tist Church, will speak on
The Rev. and Mrs. Turner
"Lessons FrOm Great will sing a duet, and the Youth
Murray residents may manager, said. "From that telephone service to shopping
Mothers" at the 10:50 a.m. Choir will sing a selection at
wonder why the widening of main artery, a number of ma- centers and subdivisions in the
worship service on Sunday, the evening service.
would create con- jor veins reach out to provide southern and western portions
May 10.
Sunday School with Jim 12th Street
of Murray.
activity a block
struction
Assisting in the services will Neale as director will be at 10
"The new replacement
be Michael Wilkins, Jeremy a.m., and Church Training away on 13th Street.
cable has greater capacity to
South Central Bell is spenWhite, and Mike Young. J. T. with Randy Herndon as direcWe Hove
serve, more telephone
• Lee will serve as deacon of the tor will be at 6:30 p.m. Sun- ding an estimated $1.1 million
customers in the future," he
to move a main telephone
week.
day.
added.
cable to make way for the
Milton Gresham, minister of
"Eight of the 10 miles of new
widening of U.S. Route 641
music, will direct the SancJohn Dale will speak on
cable will be underground, re( 12th Street).
tuary Choir in special music
"Who Is My Mother?" with
-We have to relocate what is scripture from Matthew 12:46- quiring less maintenance than
with Margaret Wilkins as
similar to a main artery of the 50 at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. aerial cable," Brown said.
organist and Sharon Owens as
body," Doug Brown,local Bell services, and on "The Jericho "This heavier cable will be
pianist.
The Rev. R. L. ( Dick ) Mefless exposed to the elements
The Rev. Max Bailey will
Road Runs Right Through
ford, pastor of the Temple
such as ice storms in the
from
speak on "Passin' Through"
Murray"
with
scripture
Baptist Church, Ellsworth Air
winter. And, it won't detract
with scripture from Mark
Mark 10:46-52 at the 6 p.m.
Force Base, Rapid City, South
from the scenery."
May 11, at
10:46-52 at the 7 p.m. worship
on
Sunday,
service
Dakota, will speak at the 7
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